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ABSTRACT
The effect of a gradient magnetic field on a diffusion micro flame i.e. C3H8/air flame has
been systematically studied to comprehend their interaction. A non-uniform magnetic
field was produced in the air gap of an electromagnet and the C3H8/air flame
corresponding to various flow velocities was subjected to the non-uniform field. The
influence of the operating conditions on the fundamental characteristics of the diffusion
flame, such as the flame structure, temperature distribution and the morphology of the
soot produced in these flames have been thoroughly investigated. The flame structure and
its luminosity were found to be influenced and the flame length decreased with the
application of the vertically decreasing gradient magnetic field. Also, the temperatures
within the flame increased for these conditions. Similarly, the effect on the soot
morphology was studied by subjecting a sooting flame to a non-uniform field. The effect
of the field was analyzed for the soot produced both within the flame and at the flame tip.
The TEM images suggest that the agglomeration of the soot particles decreased on the
application of the decreasing magnetic field around the flame. The application of the
gradient magnetic field indicates a way to induce greater entrainment of oxidizer towards
the flame and also provide a means to control combustion behavior. The results of this
study are discussed and suggestions for future work are provided.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Application of the magnetic field is important is many aspects of research and practical
applications. Study in the area of bio-magnetics such as the influence of the magnetic
field on life processes in living systems (support of chemical reactions and physical
processes in cells and tissues) [1], chemical processing, material synthesis, Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI), bubble transport in fluids are a few to mention. Over the past
century, need and development of micro-power devices have necessitated the need for
studies to look further into mediums that can enhance combustion processes of fuels by
optimizing system parameters. This is essential so as to utilize the high specific energy
content of liquid hydrocarbon fuels since conversion of hydrocarbon fuels to power even
with a relatively low efficiency would pave the way for increased lifetime as well as
reduced weight of an electronic or mechanical system that currently requires batteries for
power [2]. A possible means to achieve the realization of these hydrocarbon fuelled
power devices/sources could be the application of magnetic fields to fluid flow and
flames. Some of the earlier investigations focused on magnetohydrodynamics (MHD).
This is concerned with the interactions between magnetic fields and electrically
conducting fluids. However, this interaction is not limited to electrically conducting
fluids. Magnetic fields can affect fluids that can exhibit paramagnetic and diamagnetic
behavior (even if the fluid is not electrically conducting) [3-8]. And, this suggests the
potential ability of magnetic control of air flows and also combustion. Much research on
this interaction has taken place in Japan and results from these studies suggest a new way
to control combustion [6-7, 9-20]. These researchers have found that the presence of
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magnetic fields have caused significant changes in diffusion flame behavior, such as
changes in radiative emissions from the flame, changes in flame shapes and sizes [7, 9,
15, 19]. At present magnetic control of air flow and combustion (magneto aerodynamics
or magneto combustion respectively) [13] is a new research area, and requires further
detailed analysis.
Paramagnetism is a result of unpaired electrons within an atom that can cause a
magnetic dipole to form in the presence of a magnetic field [21]. And, as a result, in the
presence of a magnetic field this effect causes the fluid to be drawn in the direction of
increasing magnetic field strength. On the contrary, if the electrons are already paired, the
atoms resist the formation of a dipole and this resistance causes the atoms to move in the
direction of decreasing magnetic field strength, known as diamagnetism [21].
Paramagnetic behavior is about three orders of magnitude larger than the diamagnetic
behavior [21-23]. Oxygen and air are examples of paramagnetic substance and are drawn
towards higher magnetic field strengths. Nitrogen, carbon dioxide and most hydrocarbon
fuels are examples of diamagnetic substances and are repelled by stronger magnetic
fields. Thus, the behavior of these gases in the magnetic field suggests a new scientific
method of analysis and separation in gases, using the magnetic field. Another application
is the magnetic separation of fine particle dust in air [24] owing to the same principle
explained above. Here, the focus is on the magnetic support of combustion especially in
diffusion flames.
1.2 Methodology and Applications
A diffusion flame is the area of focus since it simulates most of the combustion
characteristics found in various industrial applications. The gaseous combustion
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phenomenon comprises of chemical reaction and also physical processes such as
diffusion and mixing. These processes could be altered by the magnetic forces originating
from the gradient magnetic field, as is evident from earlier studies [7, 9, 15, 19, 20, 23].
Such cases however, have not been sufficiently studied yet. Investigations so far have
mostly centered on qualitative analysis such as observing the flame luminosity, its
structure in the presence of the magnetic field [3, 9, 13, 15]. Thus, the focus of the current
study is to better understand the interaction between laminar hydrocarbon diffusion
flames and non-uniform magnetic field. It is well known, that in diffusion flames, the
dominant factors influencing combustion are the physical processes of diffusion and
mixing [25-26]. In diffusion flames one of the essential elements needed to continue
combustion is the presence of buoyancy induced convective air flow which affects the
heat and mass transport processes. This is expected to be enhanced by altering the air
flow via the application of the magnetic field, as air being paramagnetic, would be drawn
towards higher magnetic field strengths.
It is important to note that these studies could be beneficial in utilizing such
magnetic forces in space experiments [27]. For the case of diffusion flames, in microgravity environments, gravity forces are either absent or inconvenient. Here, the absence
of buoyant forces restricts the movement of fuel, oxidizer and combustion products both
into and away from the reaction zone (in the diffusion flames). This causes the reaction
rate to be reduced and eventually leads to flame extinguishing. An application of the
gradient magnetic field can cause greater entrainment of oxidizer thus promoting the
burning of the flame for longer periods [19-20, 27]. In these studies [19-20, 27], it was
noticed that the flames within magnetic fields settled down after an initial transition
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period and remained highly luminous, while the normal flames without the magnetic field
decreased in luminosity and ultimately extinguished. However, a detailed understanding
is required to analyze the costs as compared to normal combustion mechanisms. Also,
this method could be applicable to fuels that provide a safe way of carrying large
amounts of energy within a small volume and requires no pressurized containments [2].
And, combustion requirements of these fuels (liquid or solid) under microgravity are
expected [19-20, 27]. However, as the exact mechanisms governing the interaction
between magnetic fields and diffusion flames are not yet known, further study is essential
to realize these applications.
1.3 Proposed Study
Another crucial aspect involved with these interactions, is the intensity of the magnetic
fields that could effectively alter the combustion characteristics. Earlier studies had
suggested the use of prohibitively high magnetic fields of about 5 Tesla for this effect to
be noticeable [5, 18]. However, recent studies have indicated that fields of the order of 1
Tesla could also promote this interaction [7, 9, 15, 19]. Further, the advancements in
material science technology have enabled the use of permanent magnets whose magnetic
field strength is of the order of 1 Tesla. Hence, this research has also been accelerated by
the recent advances in material sciences that have allowed for the manufacture of such
rare earth permanent magnets [22-23]. Thus, in this study we look at the effects produced
by magnetic fields of moderate strengths. The aim is to study if such fields can alter
combustion behavior. Alternately, it would also be convenient to realize magnets that can
produce these field strengths without the need for enormous resources. This has the
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double benefits of negating the need for external energy sources to produce high
magnetic field strengths, and also providing a means to control combustion.
In order to better understand the combustion-magnetic field interaction; a laminar
microflame would be established and subjected to a moderate non-uniform magnetic
field. Specifically, the study entails the collection of experimental data for the influence
on the flame structure and temperature variations together with the influence on the
particle formation in these flames. A detailed analysis of the data is then carried out
systematically, to analyze this system and characterize its features. Thus, the usefulness
of magnetic fields in altering flame behavior has been investigated and presented.
1.4 Research Goal and Organization of the Thesis
This study is aimed towards understanding the interaction of the magnetic field and
diffusion flames (as it suggests a possible route to combustion control). The work carried
out in the course of this study is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, a detailed literature survey is presented, for the previous studies
with emphasis on the findings and relevance to the present study. This is followed by the
motivation factors for undertaking a detailed analysis of the diffusion flame-magnetic
field interaction.
In Chapter 3, the components of the Experimental Set-up are described. The
relevance of all the components of the set-up and the methodology adopted to assemble
the set-up is presented.
In Chapter 4, the interaction of fluid flow with magnetic fields; the theory
governing their interaction and the parameters that are of importance to both qualitatively
and quantitatively analyze this system are discussed. The various non-dimensionless
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numbers that are used for the characterization of the effects of the magnetic field on
diffusion flames are also discussed in detail.
In Chapter 5, the experimental measurements performed in this system are
presented. In addition, the experimental run conditions, the data obtained and the analysis
performed are also discussed. Results from the numerical simulation of the laminar
propane/air diffusion flame for temperature and species profiles with no magnetic field
are also included.
In Chapter 6, a summary of the observations, highlighting the significant findings
is discussed. This chapter also deals with recommendations for future work about the
possible areas that need to be addressed further, and any improvisations that would
enhance the findings of the current study.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE SURVEY
In this chapter a detailed account of previous works on the behavior of fluids under the
application of different types of magnetic fields is provided. It is important to note that
sufficiently large non-uniform magnetic fields of about 1 Tesla have been shown to
influence both gas flows and combustion behavior. The need for a better understanding of
the interaction between the magnetic fields and combustion processes is clearly brought
out.
2.1 Background-Previous Studies
The effect of electric fields on combustion is well established [28]. However, few studies
have been conducted about the effect of magnetic fields on combustion, and the fact that
magnetic fields can influence combustion was first realized over one hundred and fifty
years ago. As early as 1846, Faraday applied a magnetic field to a flame on a wax taper
and observed its tendency to form an equatorial disc [3, 29]. He also found that the
flames were more luminous when placed in an external magnetic field. Faraday attributed
the change in the flame shape to the presence of charged particles in the flames
interacting with the magnetic fields. Later, researchers found that the interaction between
flame ions and the magnetic fields were much too small to cause the flame deflection.
Von Engel and Cozens [4] showed that the change in the flame shape could be attributed
to the diamagnetic flame gases in the paramagnetic atmosphere. The changes in the flame
behavior were attributed to a pressure gradient caused by the difference in magnetic
permeabilities.
Over the past twenty years there has been a renewed interest in this area. Much
research on the relation between combustion and magnetic fields has taken place in
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Japan. The nature of the studies has varied over a wide range, such as the influence of the
magnetic fields on advancing gas flows, combustion reactions in premixed and diffusion
flames, emission intensities of various radicals observed in flames, material synthesis and
separation, and an extension of similar studies on these systems under a micro-gravity
environment.
Recent studies [6-7, 9-17, 19-20] have shown that inhomogeneous magnetic field
causes a significant effect on advancing gas flows and in chemical reactions. Flow of
gases such as carbon dioxide, nitrogen and argon were observed to be blocked or
perturbed when they traveled in the direction of a magnetic field of increasing strength,
while a mixture of oxygen and aqueous aerosol has been found to be attracted towards a
stronger field and behave as a magnetic fluid [6, 10-12, 14]. Various theories have been
proposed regarding the possible reasons for the observed behavior. Nevertheless, the
observed effects have primarily been attributed to the diamagnetic and paramagnetic
nature of the gases involved. Diamagnetic materials develop a net dipole moment in the
presence of an external magnetic field which opposes the applied field and the degree of
repulsion increases with the strength of the applied magnetic field. Whereas,
paramagnetic material such as molecular oxygen, possess randomly oriented dipole
moments that align with the applied magnetic field and thus experience a weak attraction
towards the applied field. Most gases such as carbon dioxide, nitrogen, hydrocarbons
such as methane, butane, propane and the products of combustion are diamagnetic in
nature and are repelled by an applied magnetic field while oxygen and air being
paramagnetic in nature are attracted towards the applied magnetic field. Thus, initial
studies proposed that the magnetic field concentrated the oxygen molecules within the air
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gap of the magnets and this trapped oxygen gas exerted a force on all other gases.
However, subsequent studies established that the applied field acted individually on each
of the component gases and it is this net action on the gas system that caused the
observed behavior, as explained below.
Studies were conducted on flames as well as jets of diamagnetic and paramagnetic
gases to comprehend the influence of the magnetic fields. Ueno and Harada [6, 9]
conducted experiments on gases such as carbon dioxide, nitrogen, argon, methane and
oxygen and exposed them to magnetic fields of up to 2.2 T and 300 T/m strengths. The
flow of these gases were blocked or modified by the magnetic fields. It was suggested
that the magnetic field’s influence on the paramagnetic oxygen was the cause for the
observed behavior. They concluded that oxygen concentrated in the region of highest
magnetic field gradient, and exerted a magnetic pressure on other component gases and in
turn blocked their movement by acting as a wall. For the case of oxygen, its
concentration seemed to increase slightly between the magnetic poles like a trapping
effect by the field; but the concentration measurements did not indicate any perceivable
increase in the concentration of oxygen (beyond the expected value of 21%) in the
vicinity of the magnetic poles. Instead, it was suggested that the field caused the oxygen
molecules to align like a magnetic curtain between the magnetic poles, which in turn
altered the flow of other gases through the air gap of the magnetic poles. All the other
gases studied were prevented from passing through the air gap and were deflected away
in the direction of decreasing gradient magnetic field strength. However, increases in jet
velocity of the issuing gas caused greater quantities of the gas to pass through the curtain
owing to the increased momentum of the gas molecules. In a later study by Ueno and
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Iwasaka [10] the effect of the previously mentioned magnetic curtain’s ability to block
gas flows was further characterized into three regimes. In the first regime, it was found
that low flow velocities allowed the gas to diffuse through the magnetic curtain. In the
second regime, as the flow rates were increased, the diffusion decreased till the flow was
blocked from passing through the region of the steepest magnetic field gradient. And
lastly in the third regime, it was observed that for higher flow rates beyond those in
regime two, the gas diffused through the curtain once again though it was clearly pinched
in the regions of highest field strength. This penetration in the third regime was due to the
increased momentum of the gas molecules, and it was also noted that the specific effects
in each of these regimes is a function of field strength, diamagnetic nature of the gases
studied, physical dimensions of the air gap and the surrounding air. The authors also
developed a numerical model of gas flows through magnetic curtains using molecular
dynamics. Though the model showed increasing deflections of the diamagnetic gas
particles for increased magnetic field gradients, a more detailed model was required to
address the physical phenomena involved. In an attempt to clarify the assumption that
oxygen was the main reason for the observed changes, Ueno used incense sticks to
visualize the magnetic curtain [9]. Smoke from the incense stick was pinched in regions
of increasing field strength and was also deflected around the magnetic poles. Here, it
was concluded that the magnetic field did not physically separate oxygen and nitrogen.
The field did not increase air pressure either. Air was trapped in the region of the highest
strength and did not concentrate oxygen or disperse nitrogen as was previously
suggested. These results were later supported by the experimental results of oxygen and
nitrogen jets issuing into varying magnetic gradient fields, in studies conducted by
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Wakayama [11-12, 14]. Nitrogen was accelerated in the direction of decreasing magnetic
field where as oxygen exhibited the opposite behavior. She even studied the behavior of
oxygen jets into various gradient magnetic fields and found that it was accelerated into
the area of increasing field strength and decelerated into the areas of decreasing field
strength. The conditions needed to trap the gas, were found to depend on the fuel jet
velocity and the magnetic field strength. Thus, these studies demonstrated that it is the
individual characteristic of the diamagnetic gases such as nitrogen that caused them to be
blocked/repelled by the magnetic field rather than the wall of oxygen as suggested earlier.
Also, oxygen was strongly attracted towards high field strengths indicating its possible
control by the use of gradient magnetic fields.
Study by these groups also included the effects of the magnetic field on the
combustion behavior in various premixed and diffusion flames. In a novel attempt, Ueno
et al. [5] studied slow combustion as an analogy to cellular respiration in biological
systems. Here, to simulate the biological processes, the fuel was burnt on the surface of
platinum catalysts instead of direct burning. Gasoline was used as the fuel and it showed
a sinusoidal response in its burning velocity for increasing magnetic field strengths. The
reasons for this behavior were not explained. Gasoline is a mixture of various
hydrocarbon species, and in order to clarify the behavior exhibited, various types of
alcohols were studied. It was found that the combustion rates showed a minimum at a
specific magnetic field strength. Later Ueno and Harada [1, 6] measured combustion
temperatures and found that the combustion temperature of alcohol in the presence of
platinum catalysis decreased by 100-200oC for applied magnetic field gradients of 20200T/m under 0.5 - 1.4 T. The authors also noted changes in temperature as a function of
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location within the reaction zone for increasing magnetic field gradients. It was observed
that the combustion rate decreased for the location of the highest magnetic field strength
contrary to what was expected. The causes for this behavioral pattern were not identified.
In order to understand the underlying phenomena, they also studied the behavior of a
candle flame under similar conditions. It was found that the flame deflected towards
decreasing magnetic fields as if to escape the higher field intensities. They extended this
study to include the influence on diffusion flames of methane, propane and hydrogen
gases in magnetic fields up to 1.6 T and gradients of about 220T/m. It was again observed
that the flame shape altered as if to escape the higher field intensities. Their initial
assessment was that the paramagnetic oxygen concentrated between the magnetic poles
for increasing magnetic field intensities and exerted a pressure that deflected the
combustion products and the flames away.
Ueno further examined the ability of the magnetic field to quench flames [9]. He
placed a candle flame between two columnar electromagnets, hollowed out, to enclose
the flame and exposed it to a field of 1.5 T and a gradient of 50-300T/m in an air gap of
5-10 mm. The flame was quenched soon after the application of the magnetic field. It was
even noticed that the flame life time increased with decreasing magnetic fields and fields
below a critical value of 0.9 T would no longer quench the flame.
Wakayama studied the effect of magnetic field gradients on partially premixed
and diffusion flames in air [13, 15]. In a way, the results of these experiments paved the
way for a clear understanding of the interaction of the magnetic fields with flames. She
found that combustion rate of diffusion flames in decreasing magnetic fields increased
with increasing magnetic field intensities. These observations were attributed to the
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paramagnetic oxygen and the diamagnetic products of combustion. It was also observed
that the temperature and flame luminosity increased under these conditions. The flame
shape became elongated and slender. The increased combustion rates were attributed to
the increased convection of oxygen caused by the magnetic field gradient, where the
incoming oxygen accelerated the combustion process, causing higher temperatures and
smaller flames. On the other hand, when placed in increasing magnetic fields, the flame
deflected in a way as if to avoid the high magnetic field strengths. It was suggested that
the convection of oxygen was prohibited., thus, causing a decrease in the rate of
combustion and the deflection of the flame towards regions of decreasing magnetic field
intensities. However, no significant changes were observed on partially premixed flames
in either increasing or decreasing magnetic gradient fields. Also, no effect was observed
on either partially premixed or diffusion flames for the case of uniform magnetic fields.
The observed phenomena i.e. the case of no observed influence on either premixed or
diffusion flames in uniform magnetic fields and further, the case of no influence on
premixed flames even on the application of a gradient magnetic field, suggested that the
flow of oxygen into regions of increasing strength was the most dominant factor in
affecting the combustion behavior. Finally, the magnetic promotion of combustion when
the fuel gas flowed towards weaker magnetic fields was explained by the magnetically
induced air flows. For this configuration, two important features were identified. Oxygen,
a paramagnetic substance is drawn towards magnetic fields of increased strengths and
thus more air is drawn towards the flame which enhances combustion. Simultaneously,
the products of combustion are efficiently driven away from the vicinity of the flame.
Reverse effects are expected when an increasing magnetic field is applied and thus the
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increasing field behaved as if it quenched the reaction and thus deflected the flames
towards lower intensities.
Research about the effects on radiative emissions from flames also brings about
the relevance of this interaction. Wakayama et al [13] investigated the total changes in
the sodium D emission lines in oxygen-hydrogen flames, enriched with selected various
sodium salts within magnetic fields and found that total emission intensity increased
significantly under the influence of the magnetic field. The relationship between the
increased intensities and the combustion conditions was found to be very complex and
the exact mechanisms behind the observed behavior were not identified. Also, they did
not observe any alterations in the flame shape during this study. Aoki [7] investigated
butane diffusion flames within upward decreasing magnetic fields and found that the
presence of the magnetic field caused an increase in the emission intensities of radicals
OH*, CH* and C2* transitions, flame temperature and also a bluing tendency of the
flame. The increase in the bluing tendency of the flame was attributed to a decrease in
soot generation within the flame. He [16] conducted similar experiments on butane
diffusion flames within upward increasing magnetic fields and found a reversal of the
observed effects compared to the previous study, such as, the reduction in the emission
intensities of radicals OH*, CH* and C2* transitions, flame temperature and also a
decrease in the bluing tendency of the flame. The reversal of the combustion zones within
the flame in the case of the upward increasing magnetic fields, where in, the yelloworange region of the flame was found below the blue region, clearly depicts the magnetic
field influence and the specific way it affects the diamagnetic fuel, hot gases and the
paramagnetic oxidizer. Further, the decrease in the bluing tendency of the flame along
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with the increased yellow zones indicated greater soot formation due to limited
combustion under these circumstances. This was attributed to the change in the diffusion
and mixing patterns due to the applied magnetic field on the flame system. To better
understand the interaction between magnetic fields and flames, he also extended his study
to the application of uniform magnetic fields [17]. He applied a uniform magnetic field
around the diffusion flame encircled with gradient magnetic fields, a case observed in
most of the large magnets wherein a non-uniform field exists at the periphery of the pole
fringes and is unavoidable. Though, he observed some of the similar effects described
above, the effects were marginal as compared to the case of the non-uniform magnetic
field’s case. The noticed effect was attributed to the gradient present at the pole fringes.
Similar to the theory suggested by Wakayama, he also attributed the observed effects to
the previously mentioned magnetically induced air flows.
It is difficult to isolate the effects of magnetic field on flames from that of
buoyancy in a normal gravity environment. Thus, these studies were extended to a
microgravity environment where the lack of buoyancy effects makes it more conducive to
clearly establish and comprehend the relation between non-uniform magnetic fields and
combustion behavior. Wakayama [19, 27] studied the effect of magnetic support of
combustion using butane diffusion flames in microgravity environment. The experiment
was conducted in a 10 second drop tower subjecting the flame to a decreasing magnetic
field and the results were compared to a case of no applied magnetic field under micro
gravity conditions. When the magnets were not present characteristic large soot particles
were observed. It was noticed that the presence of the magnetic field caused the flame to
behave in a way similar to that in the presence of normal buoyant forces. These flames
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were sustained for longer times with increased luminosity as opposed to flames in
microgravity that were spherical in nature and would be extinguished soon after they
were initiated. Also, the characteristic large soot particles were not present. Fujita et al.
[20] extended these experiments but the flames were subjected to an increasing magnetic
field. Similar, to their previous experiments in a terrestrial environment, it was observed
that the increasing magnetic field caused the diffusion flame behavior to invert. Diffusion
flames at the center of the magnetic field elongated into a long, slender flame. They also
found that beyond a critical value of the applied magnetic field, the diffusion flame
would burn steadily even in the micro gravity environment. In both these studies when
the fuel gas flowed in the direction of a magnetic field of deceasing strength, the flames
burnt as if natural convection had existed. The magnetically induced flow is considered to
cause convection in the neighborhood of the flame and to support combustion by
replenishing reactants and so removing hot gases in microgravity where buoyancy effects
are negligible. Hence, they suggest the possibility of magnetic control of air flow under
microgravity conditions where natural convection is not present.
Laminar flow conditions were established in all these studies for the fuel gas, and,
the flame was established at different positions in the magnetic field, exposing the flame
to a uniform field and an increasing or a decreasing field. Similar conditions were
established to study the effect of the magnetic field on gas flows too. And, it has been
noticed that inhomogeneous magnetic fields promote combustion in diffusion flames
when the fuel gas flowed in the direction of a field of decreasing strength. This suggests
that magnetic fields might provide an effective means of controlling low Reynolds
number flows.
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However, no effect was observed when the field was uniform, be it gas flow or
chemical reaction. Also, the effect was not appreciable on pre-mixed flames. In order to
carry out the relevant experiments, an electromagnet set up has been used in most of the
previous studies except for the microgravity experiments. Permanent magnets were used
in microgravity environments to negate the need for any external energy sources. The
geometry of the pole faces was used to create the gradient in the field. One possible
problem with this approach i.e. the use of electromagnets is the interaction between the
flames and the electric fields surrounding the coils used to generate the magnetic field. It
is known from research in magneto-hydrodynamics that electric fields can interact with
charged particles in fluids, causing physical changes in the fluid’s behavior [28].
However, the conclusions of previous research have used order of magnitude analysis to
argue that electrical field interactions were insignificant when compared to the para- and
diamagnetic behavior of the fluids involved in the combustion process [7]. Thus, it can be
summarized that the presence of magnetic fields caused significant changes in diffusion
flame behavior, such as changes in the radiative emissions from the flames, changes in
flame shape and changes in the extinction points, as is observed from the studies stated so
far. However, it is to be noticed that the studies conducted involved to a great extent
qualitative analysis of the observed effects and a more detailed and quantitative analysis
is still in its nascent stage. Mechanisms explaining the interactions of the magnetic fields
and the combustion reactions are yet to be understood completely and are an area of
increased and sustained interest with a goal to control combustion behavior [1, 6, 7-17].
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2.2 Motivation for the Present Study
Magnetic fields are known to affect combustion behavior and initial results indicate that
non-uniform magnetic fields do change diffusion flame characteristics. A diffusion flame
occurs at the combustion interface between the fuel gas and the oxidizer as opposed to
the premixed flame system where the fuel and the oxidizer are mixed in appropriate
proportions before the burning interface [25-26]. A diffusion flame is mixing and
diffusion controlled and the better is the transport phenomena occurring at the interface
of the fuel-oxidizer burning zone, the better are the combustion characteristics. These
systems are typically controlled by the diffusion of the hot gases away from the flame
sheet zone and the entrainment rate of the oxidizer by the flame system. In a terrestrial
environment buoyancy facilitates this convective transport mechanism and any force
which enhances this transport phenomenon would sustain these flames. In a microgravity environment buoyancy effects are negligible and flames are extinguished due to
lack of convection. Here, we look at an alternative method of inducing air flows and
controlling combustion based on the application of magnetic fields to a laminar diffusion
flame burning in air.
As specified earlier, diamagnetic substances when exposed to an external
magnetic field develop negative magnetization and hence are repelled by the field, where
as paramagnetic substances when subjected to an external magnetic field by virtue of the
alignment of the random orbital spins act as magnetic material and as such are attracted
by the magnetic field. Thus, in the presence of magnetic field gradients, substances such
as fuel gas and products of combustion, being diamagnetic in nature are repelled towards
areas of decreasing magnetic field strengths. The magnetic susceptibility is O [+10-6] and
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O [-10-9] for paramagnetic and diamagnetic gases respectively [22-23]. Here, emphasis is
on the paramagnetic aspect of gases especially oxygen as it is both paramagnetic and is
crucial for complete combustion and it is the differential action of the magnetic field on
two different gases of the flame system namely the diamagnetic fuel gas and the
paramagnetic O2 in air which causes the observed behavior. Previous studies suggested
that a magnetic wall pushed back or blocked the flow of other gases passing through the
magnetic poles. However, recent studies have clearly indicated that the observed effects
are due to the inhomogenity of the magnetic field affecting the interface of the gas groups
having different magnetic susceptibilities. Another important aspect to be noticed is the
ability to better concentrate the oxidizer be it air or O2 in the vicinity of the flame. In a
premixed flame the air and fuel are already homogeneously mixed and thus there is not
enough scope for visualizing the effects of the increased entrainment of air. Thus, only
minimal changes are expected to occur in premixed flames. This was evident from
previous work where no significant changes were caused by the application of magnetic
fields on these flames. It clearly brings about the need for a system where the gradient in
the magnetic field can be impacted on the interface of the gases (of differing magnetic
susceptibilities).
A diffusion flame is most suited for this study as the combustion takes place at the
interface where the fuel and oxidizer mix in appropriate proportions [25-26] and by
applying a suitable magnetic field, the rate of combustion is expected to be altered by
impacting the transport phenomena in the vicinity of such flames. A combustion reaction
in a diffusion flame occurs in the reaction zone between the fuel gas and air which is as
thin as about 0.01cm at atmospheric pressures [30]. Diffusion flames are typically
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governed by the mixing and the diffusion processes associated with the fuel gas and the
oxidizer [25-26]. This mixing and diffusion of the fuel, hot gases and the air entrained by
the flame along the flame sheet or the reaction zone of a typical diffusion flame system
are controlled by buoyancy driven convection in a terrestrial environment. Also, diffusive
transport rates are 10-50 folds slower than the buoyant convective transport rates [30].
Thus, lack of strong buoyant convective forces restricts the transport of fuel, products of
combustion from the flame sheet zone as well as the oxidizer’s transport towards the
reaction zone of the flame. Observations from the previous studies suggest that in the
case of laminar diffusion flames, the magnetically induced buoyancy forces caused
greater entrainment of the paramagnetic air and enhanced mixing and diffusion of the
combustion gases, thus, enabling better combustion processes.
For the case of a diffusion flame burning in air, since, oxygen gas is supplied
from the surrounding air the buoyant convective flow plays an important role to support
combustion. Thus, magnetically induced gas flows that accelerate this convection process
are expected to enhance combustion in diffusion flames. The following explanation
brings about the need and the relevance of a decreasing magnetic field configuration to
achieve this affect. When the combustion proceeds in the direction of a decreasing
magnetic field, it is required that the supply of air and the fuel gas to the reaction zone
should increase. Further, the reaction products, carbon dioxide and water molecules must
be rejected efficiently from the reaction zone. Accordingly, it is expected that combustion
in a diffusion flame is promoted by the application of a decreasing magnetic field. The
magnetic force should facilitate the combined movement of the involved species as
explained. Thus, a chemical reaction involving a change in the magnetic susceptibilities
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of component species can be controlled by the application of an inhomogeneous magnetic
field. This magnetic effect has been explained by the movement of the reactants and
reaction products caused by gradient magnetic fields. When a flame is set in the direction
of a decreasing field, the fuel gas and products of combustion are accelerated due to their
diamagnetic nature and are carried away from the reaction zone. In the case of
combustion in air, the air acting as the oxidizer being paramagnetic is decelerated and
greater amounts are entrained by the flame. Hence, the combustion at the interface is
enhanced. Thus, for specific magnetic field configurations, it should be possible to
concentrate O2 (air) in the vicinity of flame. This concentration can be identified among
others by increased flame temperatures, greater luminosity, and flame stability. Also, soot
generation in these systems is expected to be altered by promoting better combustion
processes. This was the behavior reported in the literature and it suggests a promising
way to control combustion behavior. Hence, a diffusion flame has been chosen as the
emphasis of this study as it is most conducive to study the effects of the non-uniform
magnetic field on the associated transport phenomena. One of the essential elements
needed to continue combustion is the presence of buoyancy induced, convective air flow,
which affects heat and mass transfer processes and this has been particularly emphasized.
Also, though earliest works predicted that prohibitively large magnetic fields were
required to produce any significant interaction between the magnetic fields and
combustion phenomena, recent studies involving moderate magnetic field strengths have
shown to produce significant field-flame interaction [7-17]. This is the motivation for the
present study with a goal to enhance/control combustion behavior in diffusion flames by
applying suitable magnetic fields.
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At present, magnetic control of air flow (magnetoaerodynamics) and combustion
(magnetocombustion) is a new research area and further studies are warranted to establish
this interaction. Thus, an experimental set-up has been designed, which allows the study
of the effects of a non-uniform magnetic field on the flame structure of a laminar
hydrocarbon C3H8/air diffusion flame. Qualitative analysis such as the flame structure,
color has been emphasized. Detailed temperature measurements have been included as it
helps to identify oxygen enrichment or depletion in the flame. Another aspect
investigated is the soot production in these diffusion flames. Knowledge of the soot
generation in these systems is essential for its control. A viable means seems to be the
application of gradient magnetic fields by promoting better combustion characteristics.
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
In this chapter, the various components of the experimental setup used in this study are
described. The components are designed and fabricated in a way to provide a laminar
hydrocarbon-room air diffusion flame which is conducive for soot collection and
temperature measurements. Experimental runs have been carried out in the presence of an
applied magnetic field created by an electromagnet situated around the burner system and
compared to a case of no applied field. The various components that constitute this set-up
are; the electromagnet that produces a non-uniform magnetic field, a burner system
which sustains the diffusion flame and a sampling system which facilitates collection of
soot particles from the flame (for further analysis) along with provisions for temperature
measurements of the flame. Also, appropriate devices are in place for monitoring the
operating conditions throughout the experimental runs. A camera to capture the flame
shape and structure is also a part of the set-up. Special care was taken to make use of
non-magnetic material while designing the various components, to avoid any
unwarranted attractions by the magnetic field on the instrumentation used and to prevent
interferences while conducting the experiments.
3.1 Electromagnet Design
An electromagnet is required to provide the magnetic field. The typical features required
are a central region where the field distribution is uniform, followed by a region of
varying field strength. In this way, the flame when positioned at different locations within
the magnetic field would be subjected to a homogeneous field or a gradient field
respectively. Earlier work has suggested the use of prohibitively high fields of the order
of 5 Tesla [18] to study this interaction between flames and magnetic fields. However,
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recent work has involved the usage of magnetic fields of the order of 1 Tesla [7-8, 11-17,
22-23]. To this end, an electromagnet system has been designed which can produce a
field of upto 0.3 Tesla and maximum gradients upto 24T/m at location (+a) in order to
study the influence of moderate field strengths. Also, such field strengths are achievable
even by the use of ordinary permanent magnets. The goal of this study is to study the
specific impacts that magnetic fields of this magnitude might have on the structure and
properties of laminar diffusion flames burning in air. Hence, an electromagnet (EM) has
been set-up by using a permanent magnet (with a cast iron core), suitable magnetic wire
windings (size - AWG 12) and a DC power supply (maximum o/p is 20 A). The magnetic
field is generated in the air gap of the electromagnet, which in this case is 3 cm. Fig. 3.1a
gives the schematic of the EM without the pole pieces and Fig. 3.1b shows the
electromagnet developed in the laboratory.

Iron core

Fig. 3.1a: Schematic of the Electromagnet without the pole faces
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Fig. 3.1b: Electromagnet (EM)
The geometry of the pole pieces has been so chosen to produce a gradient field in
regions beyond the center of the air gap, as described earlier. It is essential to note that the
saturation magnetization of cast iron is in the range 0.4-0.8 Tesla and here, the core
saturates at the lower end of this range. The maximum current that can be passed through
AWG 12 wire is 25 amperes [31], as per the American Wire Gage standards. A DC power
supply (Schumacher SE-3000) has been used since it produces a static magnetic field.
The power supply can produce voltages in the range (6V d.c–24V d.c); thus the current
through the coil and hence the intensity of the magnetic field can be varied. The current
through the coil and the magnetic field intensity is measured by using a multi meter (HP
3468A) and a Gauss meter (Lakeshore 420) with a transverse probe respectively, to
accurately monitor the field intensity during the experimental runs. The maximum
magnetic field intensity achieved is 2.77 KG (1Tesla=10,000 G) at the center of the air
gap (3cm), at the maximum current of 20 A through the coil. The uncertainty in the field
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measurement [due to the difficulty in the precise positioning of the Gauss meter probe in
the air gap] is 2 % of the values recorded of the magnet system. The geometry of the pole
pieces and the field distribution expected is depicted in Fig. 3.2a. The measured field
strength values are plotted and follow a distribution as depicted in Fig. 3.2c. Also, care
has been taken to maintain a constant current through the coil a constant during each run
by using current and voltage regulators. A shunt resistor was connected in series with the
circuit through which current monitoring was required, specifically one each for the two
arms of the EM. The voltage across the ends of the shunt resistor was measured during
the experimental runs and the current through the same was calculated by using the linear
conversion relation specific to this resistor i.e. (50 mV corresponds to 30 A). The details
of the electrical connection are depicted in Fig. 3.2b. This specific arrangement was
chosen to facilitate direct current measurements as high as 30 A.
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Co-ordinate axes

Fig. 3.2a: Pole pieces and expected magnetic flux
distribution
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Fig. 3.2b: Electrical circuit for the EM windings
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Fig. 3.2c: Magnetic field distribution along the central axis of the air gap
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In Fig. 3.2b, Sr1 and Sr2 are the shunt resistors used to measure the current through
the arms of the EM. Resistors Sr1 and Sr2 are connected in series with the wiring around
the North (N) and South (S) poles of the EM respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.2b. The
coils around the arms of the EM are connected in parallel with the power supply.
Corresponding to a voltage output of 24V d.c from the power supply, the EM draws a
current of 20A. Further, Fig. 3.2d depicts the snapshot of the EM and the burner set-up
for the experimental analysis carried out in this study. The circular region shown in this
figure is the region of study where the diffusion flame is subjected to a non-uniform
magnetic field and this (inset) is further discussed in detail in Fig. 3.2e.

Fig. 3.2d: A snapshot of the experimental analysis in the presence of the
magnetic field
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Fig. 3.2e: Experimental analysis in the presence of the magnetic field
Fig 3.2e shows the specific locations of study employed in this experiment
(within the magnetic field). Co-ordinate axes (r, z) in the air gap (3cm width) between a
pair of poles (Φ 3cm) are represented here, where Z axis denotes the vertical axis. As the
poles are circular the magnetic field distribution is radially axi-symmetric and thus the
field intensity is a maximum at center of the poles. Hence, the magnetic field intensity at
the center of the air gap (r=0, z=0) is a maximum. The influence of the magnetic field
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along the flame length is of concern and hence the field distribution in the vertical
direction (along the Z axis) is emphasized.
The z-vertical direction dependence of the magnetic flux density [B(r=0, z)] is
depicted as a function of the direct current (I) through the electromagnet in Fig. 3.2c. The
magnetic field at the center of the air gap (r=0, z=0) is 0.27 Tesla (this is the maximum
value achievable with this EM) and corresponds to a current of 20 A through the coil.
The maximum gradient in the z direction is 24Tesla/m corresponding to this maximum
field intensity (0.27 Tesla at the center) and current (20 A) through the coil. A gradient
magnetic field is also referred as a magnetic field of decreasing or increasing
intensity/flux. Hereafter, the maximum field strength at the center is used as a
representative value, unless stated otherwise. Thus, the flame can be subjected to various
field intensities. The burner nose was positioned at +a (r = 0, z = + 1.5cm) and -a (r = 0, z
= - 1.5cm) as indicated in Fig. 3.2e. The measurements from these cases were compared
to a case of no applied magnetic field. A detailed discussion about the electromagnet
design and the nature of the magnetic field distribution is included in Appendix A.
3.2 Burner Set-Up
The burner system is required to produce laminar flow conditions for the fuel gas issuing
into ambient air and also produce a stable flame environment for particle i.e. soot
sampling, and other measurements required from this system. The essential factors
considered were flame stability and the ability to control the operating parameters (such
as flow rates of the fuel used); to ensure accurate results reproducible over multiple
experiments under similar conditions. The burner setup consists of the reactant supply
system and the diffusion burner.
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3.2.1 Reactant supply system
The primary function of the reactant supply system is to supply the combustion gases to
the burner in controlled proportions. This supply system consists of compressed gas
cylinders, flow meters, valves and tubing, and is capable of supplying the fuel gases,
oxidizer and others such as purge gases, both to a premixed and a diffusion burner
configuration, present in the lab. The line supplying gases to the diffusion burner has
been modified to suit the specific needs of this study and a needle valve governs the
passage of the fuel gases to the burner.
This study involves the combustion of propane in ambient air to establish a
typical hydrocarbon-room air diffusion flame. The flow rate of the critical reactant,
propane (ultra high purity grade.), is monitored by using a thermal type digital mass flow
meter (Hastings HFM–200 L) and regulated by using a needle valve. This device has an
accuracy of ± 1 % of its full scale value of 300 sccm air. The mass flow meter is
protected by a downstream poppet check valve (model Nupro SS–4C–1/3), with cracking
pressure of 1/3 psi to prevent the flow reversal of the fuel gas back into the mass flow
meter as this might cause serious damage to the equipment and its calibration
characteristics. The entire line and the mass flow meter are purged with nitrogen to
prevent any contamination from previous experimental runs and to ensure the proper
working of the mass flow meter. This is achieved by switching the gas supply from the
cylinders for the fuel line to nitrogen via a 3-way switching valve located upstream of the
mass flow meter. By simultaneously positioning the switching valves to the inert gas
setting and meter purge setting, purges the digital flow meter by sending nitrogen instead
of the fuel gas through the entire line. Nitrogen flow rate is monitored with standard
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rotameter (Brooks 1110–06F1D1A). The mass flow meter lends itself to a variety of
gases by the appropriate selection of corresponding conversion factors. Propane flow rate
is regulated by needle valve and monitored by mass flow meter. Provisions are in place
for diluting the fuel gas, if required.
Though, the purge nitrogen would eventually pass through the burner and clear
some of the deposits within the burner, provisions are also in place to purge the entire
line with high speed nitrogen to physically dislodge any solid deposits. This feature was
incorporated to ensure that the line was free of any deposits, as the burner was also being
used for concurrent Iron oxide agglomerate studies. Additional specific care taken to
prevent any deposits or contamination of the line can be found in the experiments
involving Iron penatacarbonyl for generating iron oxide agglomerates [32-34].
The reactant supply system is crucial to the successful performance of the
experiment as the fuel flow rate primarily determines the flame characteristics and flame
stability.
3.2.2 Diffusion burner–its positioning and housing mechanism
The burner configuration determines the structure of the flame and also plays an
important role in flame stability. The experimental system consists of diffusion type
propane/air flame centered on a ¼" diameter burner tube. The stainless steel (type 316)
burner produces a nearly conical flame and can be vertically translated to different
positions within the magnetic field. The burner positioning mechanism is so designed to
accomplish this feature. The relevant instrumentation such as the burner tube, translation
mechanism, and the thermocouple is mounted on an Aluminum Table. The burner
translation mechanism facilitates its vertical movement and also determines its position
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accurately within the magnetic field, with a precision of 0.1mm. This burner
configuration is both non-magnetic in nature and has been suitably accommodated in the
space between the arms of the electromagnet.
The fuel gas issuing from the burner tube, by virtue of diffusion, mixes with
ambient air and a flame is established. The oxidation of the outer edges of the fuel jet
causes the formation of a conical flame whose diameter decreases with increasing height
from the burner surface. The dimensions of the burner tube and the fuel flow conditions
are such that laminar flow conditions are established. Also, the flame dimensions i.e. the
height and the span of the flame was considered in regard to the constraints of the air gap.
Additionally, provisions are in place to change the flame configuration to a premixed
type. This can be achieved by mixing the fuel gas and the oxidizer upstream of the burner
using switching valves.
The burner configuration is important as it determines the flame structure which
in turn determines all other measurements in the flame. This is so; since a stable flame is
a prerequisite for the accurate control of the properties of the flame and the agglomerates.
A non-flickering, stable flame of suitable dimensions is facilitated by the correct
selection of the burner dimensions and the fuel flow rates. Low flow rates cause the
flames to be extremely sensitive to the room air currents while high flow rates cause them
to flicker. So, optimum flow rates have to be established specific to the individual
measurements required. Thus, the ability to control the fuel flow rates gives the ability to
adjust the flame conditions appropriate to the measurement techniques employed.
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3.3 Flame Stabilizer and Fume Hood Description
A stable flame thus facilitates precision in measurements. For this reason, the flame must
be isolated from air currents (to prevent leaning away from its position at random times)
and also for a safe working environment, the products of combustion and unburnt gases
must be exhausted from the laboratory. The fume hood made of stainless steel sheet
metal provides both safety and flame anchorage (Fig 3.3a). The fume hood has a suction
area of 13 ½” (L) x 12 ¼” (B). Other dimensions of the fume hood correspond to L1 = 8
¼”, B1 = 11” and D = 11 ¾” (Fig. 3.3a). Finally, a ceramic honeycomb stabilizer was
also used to enhance flame stability. The height of the stabilizer with respect to the burner
surface was carefully adjusted during each run to ensure a stable flame for the fuel flow
rates employed. Placing the honeycomb stabilizer too high above the burner head caused
flame instability. Thus, the height of the stabilizer with respect to the burner surface was
appropriately adjusted for the different flow rates investigated. Care was taken to provide
ample room to accommodate the thermophoretic sample probes, temperature
measurement probes and other instrumentation while positioning the fume hood. Thus, a
schematic of the experimental set-up to study the flame-magnetic field interaction as used
in the current study is presented in Fig. 3.3b. The focus was on preventing the flame and
agglomerate properties from changing during the duration time of a single experiment as
well as between separate experiments.
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Fig 3.3a: Schematic of the fume hood as seen in the top view
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Fig 3.3b: Experimental set-up for the analysis of combustion-magnetic field interaction
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3.4 Thermophoretic Sampling System
Thermophoretic sampling system is an ex-situ sampling method. Here, flame generated
agglomerates are removed from the flame for examination at later times. The samples are
subjected to TEM (Transmission Electron Microscopy), SEM (Scanning Electron
Microscopy), X-Ray Diffraction studies among others. Various sample probes are used
for extracting the particles from the flame environment at different locations. The
phenomenon of thermophoresis is based on the tendency of particles to move along
temperature gradients in a fluid environment. This occurs when a cold surface, say a
thermophoretic probe is exposed to the flame environment for brief periods. The heat
transfer between the cool plate and the hot flame gases creates a temperature gradient in
the gases adjacent to the probe’s surface and the particles from the hot gases (owing to
their greater momentum) are propelled towards the cold probe surface where they deposit
eventually. The cold probe also additionally quenches any further heterogeneous
reactions that might occur after the extraction of the particles from the flame gases.
Hence, the thermophoretic probe is most suitable for the ex-situ studies and the necessary
feature is the prevention of any further reactions subsequent to particle collection on the
grid.
The TEM photographs depict the morphological parameters of the sampled
particles and size distribution. However, the entire process of removing the particles from
their flame environment, storage for subsequent analysis might cause changes in the
morphological parameters itself. This has to be avoided by taking suitable preventive
measures. Thus, samples were collected on a grid that could be directly used for TEM
analysis negating the need for any sample preparation. In this study, the particles were
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directly deposited on a copper coated carbon grid placed/glued on a thermophoretic
probe. And, this characteristic thermophoretic grid lent itself for direct analysis in a TEM
machine without the need for any further sample preparation. Also, the motion of the
probe into the flame might disturb the flow field and the temperature distribution, which
govern the particle formation process. Thus, care has been taken to minimize these
disturbances by using a flow deflector plate. Additionally, care has been taken to ensure
that the motion of the probe (with the grid) to the sampling location occurred on the
application of a single trigger. Finally, because these sampled aggregates are quenched
while they are still in the flame, preventing any further reactions and by virtue of their no
bias to any particular morphology (ensuring that all particles in the flame are equally
likely to be sampled) [35-36], thermophoretic sampling system can be reliably used for
determining the morphological parameters of the particles produced in the flames.
In this study, the particles produced in the flame are collected by using the
thermophoretic sampling system. While the probe is still in the flame, the particles are
deposited on a 3mm diameter 200-mesh carbon coated copper grid (Electron Microscopy
Sciences FCF-200-Cu, 200 mesh) that is stable under electron beam conditions. A
detailed schematic of the thermophoretic sampling system is given in Fig. 3.4. The
thermophoretic sampling system consists of a double acting pneumatic cylinder (Bimba
MRS–04–DXP), a solenoid-controlled directional four-way valve (Asco 8342G1), a
variable time delay relay circuit (assembled in the lab), a hall-effect switch (Bimba
HSCX–04), a solid state relay (Potter and Brumsfield SSRT–120D25) and an
oscilloscope (Tektronix M223). The duration time of the sampling experiment is
controlled by the time delay relay circuit and can be varied from 40 ms to 360 ms on the
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lower end and up to 3 minutes on the higher end. The output of this relay circuit acts a
solid state switching device which when connected in series with a 9V battery, supplies a
timed pulse to the low voltage DC input of the solid state relay.
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Fig. 3.4: A schematic representation of the thermophoretic sampling system
The output of the solid state relay energizes the four way solenoid valve by
supplying it with an 115V 60 Hz AC signal. The energizing of the four way solenoid
valve opens the rear side of the pneumatic cylinder to a 40 psi air supply, while
simultaneously exhausting the probe to the flame at the front end. The particles are
collected on to the electron microscope grid that is taped to a stainless steel or reinforced
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glass probe by means of high temperature epoxy glue. The probe enters the flame in a
radial direction and a vertical slotted plate (i.e. the flow deflector plate) is used to
minimize any disturbances to the flame. By orienting the probe parallel to the flow
streamlines and by placing the flow deflector plate between the initial position of the
probe and the flame; any disturbances caused by the probe’s sudden motion are reduced.
The flow deflector plate also minimizes quick heating of the probe when in the flame, by
blocking some of the radiative heat transfer between the flame and the probe.
A Hall Effect switch mounted on the pneumatic cylinder together with an
oscilloscope is used to monitor the motion and the position of the piston/probe assembly.
The Hall Effect switch when mounted on the outside of the pneumatic cylinder, detects
the presence of the piston when the piston is vertically above the switch. This is based on
Hall Effect. The permanent magnet mounted on the piston produces a magnetic field and
when the hall switch is placed exactly below the magnet, the current distribution through
the hall switch is altered. A voltage output corresponding to this interaction can be
obtained from the switch and also verified on an oscilloscope. This is used to calibrate the
piston velocity and also determine the accurate position of the probe with respect to the
flame. The Hall Effect switch and the magnet placed on the piston are important in
measuring the sampling time in these sampling experiments accurately. The sampling
time is the time of exposure of the probe to the flame environment. It is measured by the
total time that the probe is at its fully extended position for a given pulse duration by the
time delay circuit. Thus, placement of the switch at the end of the piston stroke (3”)
facilitates the measurement of the exposure time of the probe to the flame environment.
This exposure time can be varied by varying the pulse duration form the time delay relay
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circuit. Similarly, placement of the switch at the center of the cylinder facilitates the
measurement of the translational speed of the piston. The time interval between the
pulses generated, as the piston passes through the center of the cylinder during the
extension and retraction of the probe minus the corresponding exposure time when
divided by the stroke length of the cylinder gives the velocity of the piston/probe
assembly. The piston was calibrated for an air supply of 40 psi and the translational speed
of the piston/probe assembly was determined to be 2.3m/sec. Low transit times achieved
by this high piston velocity make sure that the transit times are significantly lower than
the sampling times. This is essential to ensure that the majority of the particles are
collected while the probe is at its full extension or the farthest position, in this case along
the central axis of the flame. Other issues of importance regarding the thermophoretic
sampling system are discussed in Chapter 5.
Thus, the thermophoretic probe is used for sampling of soot particles from the
laminar C3H8-room air diffusion flame for morphological studies. The particles are
collected at different heights along the axis of the flame at various locations in the
magnetic field.
3.4.1 Soot sampling
As discussed earlier, soot production in diffusion flames is an area of continued interest.
Here, the morphological characteristics of the soot particles produced in the propane
diffusion flame are the subject of study in order to determine any possible changes in soot
production, as a result of the magnetic field’s application. Soot sampling is facilitated by
the thermophoretic sampling system discussed above and a precise translation mechanism
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of the burner facilitates for accurate sampling at various heights within the flame. Other
details relevant to the morphological studies are included in Chapters 4 and 5.
3.5 Other Relevant Instrumentation
Other devices significant to this study are the instrumentation required to enable
temperature measurements and flame snapshots. Specifically, these include a high
temperature thermocouple and a digital camera respectively and the details are provided
in the following section.
3.5.1 Temperature measurements
Temperature measurements are critical to this study as they help to identify the magnetic
field’s effects on the combustion processes occurring in the flame. They also provide a
means of characterizing the flame structure, the zones of soot particle inception, growth
and oxidation within the flame, discussed earlier. Thus, the temperature is measured at
various locations within the flame for a given flame configuration. Consistent with
existing experimental practices, a high temperature thermocouple was used and the
measured temperatures were corrected for the radiation losses between the thermocouple
and its surroundings. A Platinum versus Platinum-10% Rhodium S type thermocouple
(Omega Engineering, Inc.) with a bead diameter of 0.2mm was used to measure the flame
temperatures. Type S thermocouple has been chosen since it can accommodate
temperatures up to 1723 K [37]. The measurements were made at various axial locations
in the diffusion flames studied. The specific goal is to establish the temperature profiles
characteristic of such hydrocarbon-room air diffusion flames and to study the impact of
the gradient magnetic field on the measured temperature distribution. The correction of
the flame temperature measurements for radiative losses is discussed in detail in Chapter
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4. The thermocouple translation mechanism facilitates its vertical and horizontal
movement for the axial and the radial measurements in the flame respectively and also
determines its position accurately within the magnetic field. The accuracy of the spatial
positioning devices is 0.1mm.
3.5.2 Flame images–a visual analysis
Visual examination of combustion process at different flow rates was carried out by using
a digital camera and an analysis of the flame shapes and flame heights was performed.
Observations such as the luminosity and the color of the flames together with the flame
structure and its height constitute the qualitative analysis. Other information such as the
non-dimensional magnetic numbers used to characterize the influence of magnetic field is
also facilitated by the flame height measurements and subsequent analysis. Here, a
propane/air diffusion flame was established for different flow rates of the fuel gas and
subjected to a non-uniform magnetic field and digital images were captured by using a
Sony camera. The images were digitized and flame heights were obtained for the
respective cases. Firstly, the propane/air flame was subjected to a vertically decreasing
magnetic field configuration by placing the burner exit at location ([+a]) as depicted in
Fig.3.2e. Later, the same flame system for the similar operating conditions was subjected
to a vertically increasing magnetic field configuration (location [-a], Fig. 3.2e) and
comparisons were made to a case of no applied magnetic field.
Hence, the different components of the experimental process as described through
this Chapter helped in arriving at a comprehensive picture of the interaction between
magnetic fields and diffusion flames.
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CHAPTER 4. INTERACTION OF FLUID FLOW WITH MAGNETIC
FIELD
This chapter deals with the interaction between fluid flow and magnetic fields; the theory
governing their interaction and the parameters that are of importance to analyze the
system both qualitatively and quantitatively. In this chapter, the structure of a diffusion
flame is explained, followed by the factors that could promote the efficiency of the
combustion processes occurring in these systems. This is then related to the ability of the
magnetic field to affect these factors; followed by a description of the various parameters
that help to identify their interaction. Also, the non-dimensional quantities that are
relevant to the design of the system, data collection and interpretation are discussed in
detail.
4.1 Theory of Diffusion Flame
A diffusion flame is formed when the fuel and oxidizer merge in proper proportions for
burning in the reaction zone by diffusion and mixing [25-26]. The fuel may be in the
form of a condensed medium (either solid or liquid e.g. droplet combustion) or in the
form of a gaseous fuel jet, and the oxidizer may be a flowing gas stream or the quiescent
atmosphere. It is the diffusion rate of the fresh mixture in to the flame zone which
sustains combustion and hence the name. Also, the Damkohler number ( Da ) could be
used for characterizing reactive flows. It represents the ratio of the characteristic time for
fluid dynamics (mechanical time) to the characteristic time for chemical reaction
(reaction time) [26].
Da =

τf

Eqn. (4.1)

τc
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Where; τ f is the characteristic time of fluid motion (mixing) and τ c is the
characteristic time of chemical reaction. Typically, in laminar diffusion flames the
chemical reaction instantly occurs in the reaction surface as soon as the reactants meet
and the reaction rate is much faster than the fluid motion. Here, the chemical reaction
speed is two orders of magnitude higher than the diffusion speed [25].
Diffusion flames have wider application than the premixed flames (here, the fuel
and oxidizer are homogeneously mixed upstream of the burning zone) [25-26]. The outer
cone in a Bunsen burner flame is an example of a non-premixed jet flame. Unlike,
premixed flames there are no fundamental characteristics that can be measured readily in
a diffusion flame (such as the flame velocity). The mixture strength, defined as the
overall oxidizer-to-fuel ratio also has no meaning as certainly no mixture strength exists
for a fuel issuing into quiescent atmosphere [25-26]. However, the shape of the burning
laminar fuel jet depends on the mixture strength or the fuel flow rate [25-26, 39].
Laminar jet flames have been the focus of research for many years and are increasingly
being studied for the formation of soot in diffusion burning systems. Flame shape, size
and factors controlling soot formation in these systems is the focus of the current study
for characterizing the effect of the magnetic fields on combustion behavior in laminar
diffusion flames.
The description of a non-reacting fuel jet issuing into an infinite reservoir of air
helps in better understanding the diffusion flame. Fig. 4.1 [25] illustrates the features of a
laminar fuel jet issuing from a burner of radius ‘r’ into quiescent air.
Close to the burner exit is a region, called the potential core. Here, the effects of
viscous shear and diffusion are yet to be felt and all the properties of the fuel such as its
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Fig. 4.1[25]: Non-reacting laminar fuel jet issuing into ambient air

mean velocity and mass fraction remain unchanged from its burner exit value and are
uniform. In a region between the potential core and the jet edge, fuel properties such as
the velocity and the fuel concentration decrease monotonically till they become zero at
the jet edge. Beyond the jet core the effects of viscous shear and fuel mass diffusion are
active along the entire width of the jet. However, the initial jet momentum is conserved
throughout the entire flow field. The jet velocity decreases as it issues into the ambient air
due to momentum transfer, since greater amounts of air are entrained as the jet proceeds
further downstream from the burner exit. The velocity and the fuel concentration fields
are governed by the convection and diffusion of momentum and mass respectively and
thus exhibit a similar profile. Also, the diffusion of the fuel from the burner exit follows
Fick’s law [25-26], and the time available for the fuel molecules to diffuse is an
important factor in diffusion burning. This laminar isothermal fuel jet when ignited
produces the fuel-ambient air diffusion flame. The typical structure of a diffusion flame
burning in air is as illustrated in Fig. 4.2 [25].
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Fig. 4.2 [25]: Structure of a diffusion flame

In the case of the diffusion flames, owing to molecular diffusion at the interface
of the fuel and the oxidizer system, the fuel diffuses radially outward while the oxidizer
diffuses radially inward and a flame sheet/surface is formed where the mixture burns in
stoichiometric proportions. A fuel and oxidizer are said to burn in stoichiometric
proportions when there is just enough oxidizer for the complete combustion of the fuel
[25-26]. The products of combustion diffuse both radially inward and outward along the
flame surface. For the case of diffusion flames, they can be typically classified as over
ventilated or under ventilated flames depending on the excess or shortage of the oxidizer
respectively, to continuously burn the fuel. The mass fraction of a species i is defined as
the amount of mass of a species i compared with the total mixture mass fraction. Broadly,
the mass fraction of the involved components such as the fuel, oxidizer, and products of
combustion helps in the characterization of the flame. In Fig. 4.2, it is to be noted that YF,
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YPr and YOx denote the fuel, products and oxidizer mass fractions respectively and are
useful in identifying the specific flame zones.
Buoyancy effects play an important role in the flame shape [25-26]. Buoyancy
effects become very significant especially in the upper hot regions of the flame due to the
increasing difference in the densities of the hot flame gases and the surrounding air. It
accelerates the flow and causes a narrowing of the flame as mass conservation requires
streamlines to come closer for increasing velocities. This can be explained as such.
Assume a fuel jet flowing upwards without burning. The mass conservation equation
governing the flow is given in Eqn. 4.2.
Eqn. (4.2)

S .U = const.

Where; S denotes the cross-section of the flow flux (m2) and U denotes the flow
velocity (m/s). Consequently, the upward acceleration of the flow velocity decreases the
cross-section thus causing the streamlines to come closer. The narrowing of the flame
causes steep fuel concentration gradients and hence enhances diffusion. It is important to
note that the effective diffusion of the fuel/products of combustion outwards and the
oxidizer inwards along the flame zone/surface is essential for proper ventilation of the
flame. This is critical for complete/effective combustion of the fuel gas, sustaining the
flame and maintaining its stability. These effects are summarized in Fig. 4.3 [25].
Soot formation in these flames is an area of concern and in hydrocarbon flames is
typically identified by the orange or yellow appearing zones of the flame [25-26]. Soot is
formed due to the lack of enough oxidizer to oxidize all of the fuel issuing from the
burner nozzle. As, the pure fuel migrates towards the flame zone it gets heated. However,
since there is negligible oxygen in this region, the fuel gets pyrolyzed (broken down to
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Fig. 4.3[25]: Ventilation requirements of a diffusion flame
smaller molecules and radicals) [25-26]. And thus soot is formed on the fuel rich side of
the reaction zone and is partly consumed when it flows through the high temperature
oxidizing zones in the flame such as the flame tip [25]. Fig. 4.2 [25] also illustrates the
soot formation zones encountered in a laminar jet flame. The stages of soot inception and
growth are governed by the particle formation and agglomeration processes typically
encountered in gas phase combustion [40]. The various stages encountered in a gas phase
combustion synthesis process from particle inception through growth are clearly
indicated in Fig. 4.4 [40]. If all of the soot formed is not consumed in the soot destruction
(i.e. high temperature oxidation) zone, then soot wings might appear indicating that
unburnt soot is escaping from the flame. Sooting flames are generally identified by
smoke emerging from the flames [25-26].
Typically in these processes, a high concentration of very small particles
undergoes rapid coagulation [40-44]. This may lead to the formation of fractal like
agglomerates consisting of a large number of spheroidal particles of approximately of
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Fig. 4.4[40]: Particle formation and growth mechanisms in gas phase combustion

uniform diameter. The size of the primary particles is ultimately determined by the rates
of coalescence and collision. At high temperatures, coalescence occurs almost on contact,
resulting in large primary particles and hence smaller surface area. At lower
temperatures, the rate of collisions is faster than the rate of coalescence, leading to fractal
like agglomerates consisting of very small particles and hence larger surface area [42], as
depicted in the above figure.
A parameter to characterize the laminar diffusion flame behavior is the flame
height as depicted in Figs. 4.2 and 4.5. Flame shape is an important characteristic of
laminar diffusion flames. The flame height ( L f ) is defined as the vertical distance
between the burner surface and the point along the flame axis where the fuel is consumed
in stoichiometric proportions [25-26, 39]. This definition is valid for non-sooting flames
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only.

Lf

Fig. 4.5: Flame height

As is evident from Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, there is need for greater entrainment of the
oxidizer by the flame sheet for effective combustion along the entire length of the flame.
This could be affected by placing the magnetic field appropriately around the flame as
shown in Fig. 4.6. Typically, under normal gravity (ambient) conditions, the products of
combustion are carried away from the flame front by the buoyancy force acting on the
flame gases. Any external force that aids in enhancing the transport phenomena
surrounding the flame is highly sought and the magnetic nature of the gases involved
might provide the means. Oxygen is paramagnetic and is attracted towards increasing
magnetic field strengths. Thus, greater amounts of air can be drawn towards the flame.
Simultaneously, most of the other fuel gases as well as combustion products are
diamagnetic and are repelled from stronger fields. By simultaneously imposing the above
effects around the flame, the burning characteristics might be influenced. Hence, the need
is for a field configuration that can enable the differential action at the flame-oxidizer
interface. A gradient magnetic field can promote this interaction.
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Fig. 4.6: Magnetic field distributions applied around the flame

By subjecting the flame to a decreasing magnetic flux configuration (Case A in
Fig. 4.6), greater amounts of air are drawn towards the base of the flame. Also,
additionally the products of combustion are effectively driven away from the reaction
zone as the diamagnetic gases are accelerated in the direction of the decreasing magnetic
field configuration. This in turn causes higher temperatures, shorter flames and a direct
consequence is the reduction of soot formation due to improved combustion
characteristics. Additionally, the higher temperatures could also cause greater destruction
of the soot formed via oxidation.
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The interaction of the magnetic field with the combustion processes occurring in a
diffusion flame can be characterized by the conservation equations defining this system.
An order of magnitude analysis for the equations governing the interaction of the
magnetic field and fluid flow is presented in Appendix B, to identify the significant
forces that affect this system. A theoretical model defining the flame-field system has
been discussed in Appendix C. Further discussion is presented in Chapter 5.
4.2 Parameters Characterizing Fluid Flow
The fuel gas flow rate was monitored continuously to ensure consistency in recorded
values and the following data was analyzed to ensure laminar flow conditions. All
parameters studied are discussed in the following sections.
4.2.1 Fuel flow conditions
The fuel flow rate was read off the flow meter and the flow velocity was calculated by
using the formula given below:
.

V
νF =
A

Eqn. (4.3)
.

Where; ν F is the fuel velocity ( m s ), V is the fuel gas flow rate ( m3 s ) and

A

is the

area of cross-section of the burner tube ( m2 ).
4.2.2 Fuel flow characterization
Non-dimensionless numbers such as Reynolds number, Grashoff number and Froude
number have been used to characterize the fuel flow under cold flow conditions. These
are described through the following sections of this Chapter. The thermo physical
properties have been evaluated at room temperature and atmospheric pressure.
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4.2.2.1 Reynolds number
Reynolds number is the ratio of the momentum forces to the viscous forces and is used to
characterize the fuel flow as being laminar or turbulent. In this study, Reynolds number
calculated based on the initial jet conditions ( Ree ) is given by Eqn. 4.4.
Re e =

ρν F d
µe

Eqn. (4.4)

Where; ρ is the density of the gas ( kg
diameter of the burner tube ( m ) and

µe

m3

),

νF

is the fuel velocity ( m s ),

is the viscosity of the gas ( N − s

m2

d

is the

).

4.2.2.2 Froude number
For jet diffusion flames, one must account for both the acceleration due to buoyancy
force (which may arise due to the magnetic or gravitational field) and the forces
associated with the forced motion due to the gas issuing from burner port (momentum
force). Froude number ( Fr ) is defined as the ratio of the initial jet momentum force to the
buoyancy force and is used to ascertain if the flame is buoyancy or momentum
controlled.
2

ν
Fr = F
gd

Where;

Eqn. (4.5)
g

is the acceleration due to gravity ( m 2 ).
s

4.2.3 Pressure drop in the vertical direction
The pressure drop in the vertical direction for the fuel issuing from the burner tube is
calculated by using the Poisuille equation. It is given by Eqn. 4.6 as:
.

8V µ e L
∆P =
πr 4

Eqn. (4.6)
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Where; L is the length of the tube over which the pressure drop is calculated ( m )
and r is the radius of the burner tube ( m ).
4.3 Parameters Characterizing the Propane/Air Diffusion Flame
4.3.1 Flame height
Flame images were obtained for the propane gas jet burning in air (for non-sooting
flames). Consistent, with the flame height definition, the flame sheet/tip was considered
as the region where the fuel was consumed in stoichiometric proportions.
4.3.2 Characterizing propane/air diffusion flame
Similar to cold flow conditions, the flame has also been characterized based on the
properties of the hot gases. Non-dimensionless numbers described in Section 4. 2. 2 have
been extended to study the hot flame gases as well. The thermo physical properties have
been evaluated at average flame temperature and atmospheric pressure.
4.3.2.1 Reynolds number
The Reynolds number ( Re ) of the hot gases is determined by Eqn. 4.7. It is to be noted
that both the fuel mass fraction ( YF ,stoic ) and the flame length ( L f ) are included in this
definition.
Re =

ν F IYF , stoic L f

Eqn. (4.7)

ν

Where;

νF

is the mean burner port exit fuel velocity ( m s ), ( I ) is the ratio of

actual initial momentum to that for uniform flow, ( YF ,stoic ) is the fuel mass fraction, and
( ν ) is the kinematic viscosity of the flame gases ( m2 s ).
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4.3.2.2 Froude number
For diffusion flames in a terrestrial gravitational field, depending upon the magnitude of
the Froude number, these flames may be either buoyancy controlled ( Fr << 1) or
momentum controlled ( Fr >> 1) or in a transition region ( Fr ≈1) [29-30]. The flame
length has been considered as the characteristic dimension since the effect of the
magnetic field is applied along the length of the flame.
Fr =

(ν

IYF , stoic )

2

F

Eqn. (4.8)

αL f

In the above equation the mean buoyant acceleration ( α ) may be determined by
the following equation given by Roper [29-30]:
⎞
⎛ Tf
− 1⎟
⎟
T
⎠
⎝ OX

Eqn. (4.9)

α ≅ 0.6 g ⎜⎜

Here,

Tf

is the flame temperature (K) and TOX is the oxidizer temperature (K)

under ambient conditions.
4.3.3 Buoyancy force acting on the flame system
The buoyancy force acting on the flame due to the difference in density of the constituent
gases is calculated by using the following equation. The buoyancy force is then compared
to the magneto buoyancy force to compare their relative influence on the flame. This
helps in determining whether the field aids in enhancing combustion characteristics. The
buoyancy force is given by Eqn. 4.10 and is often referred to as the Boussinesq
approximation [45].

(

)

Fb ≅ ρ f − ρ air g

Eqn. (4.10)
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Where;

ρf

the ambient air ( kg

is the density of the hot (flame) gases ( kg

m3

m3

), and

ρair

is the density of

).

4.3.4 Temperature measurements within the flame system
Temperature measurements were made both in the axial and radial directions. The
temperature profiles typical of laminar diffusion flames are established. The influence of
the magnetic field is then gauged on the observed temperature field. The measured
temperatures are corrected for radiation losses occurring in the system.
4.3.4.1 Correction of temperature for radiation losses
The thermocouple was mounted on the measurement platform and aligned along the
central axis of the burner. A propane/air diffusion flame was established for different
flow rates and the temperature profiles were measured as a function of the height above
the burner surface. These measurements were conducted both in the absence and
presence of the magnetic field around the flame.
Typically, during the measurements the thermocouple was inserted into the high
temperature flame gases. Once steady state conditions are established, the flame gases
elevate the temperature of the thermocouple to that of the flame gases. Thus, voltage
produced by the type S thermocouple is expected to reveal the flame temperature. But,
due to radiation heat transfer between the thermocouple surface and the surroundings, the
thermocouple reads a temperature which is less than the true temperature of the flame
gases. Thus, for correct interpretation of the measured values, a temperature correction
has been introduced to account for radiation losses from the flame to the surroundings.
This effect has been quantified by applying the energy conservation principle to the
0.2mm bead at the tip of the thermocouple (where the dissimilar metals are joined).
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Neglecting conduction through the thermocouple wires, the energy convected to the
thermocouple from the flame gases [ hg Asph (T f − Tc )], is equal to the net radiative energy
exchange

between

(

the

thermocouple

bead

and

its

ambient

surroundings

)

[ σεAsph Tc 4 − Ta 4 ]. Solving for the flame temperature T f , thus, gives the corrected
temperature. The detailed derivation is included in Appendix D. Thus, the corrected
temperatures were calculated by using the relation:
T f = Tc +

σε
hg

(T

c

4

− Ta 4

)

Eqn. (4. 11a)

Where; T f is the corrected flame temperature (K), Tc is the measured temperature
(K), σ is the Stefan Boltzmann constant ( σ = 5.67 x 10-8 W

m2 K 4

), ε is the emissivity of

the thermocouple bead and hg is the convective heat transfer coefficient ( W

m2 K

). The

value of the thermocouple surface emissivity is required in order to evaluate Eqn. 4.11a.
This value could be represented by approximating the emissivity of the platinum-rhodium
alloy making up the thermocouple. Thus, the emissivity used for radiation correction is
0.2 as reported in previous studies for this type of thermocouple configuration [32-33,
46]. And the value of the convective heat transfer coefficient hg is approximately given
by the Eqn. 4.11b [45].
hg =

1 ⎡
kg ⎛
⎤⎞
⎜ 2 + 0.6 Pr 3 ⎢ utc d tc ⎥ ⎟
⎟
d ⎜⎝
⎣ ν tc ⎦ ⎠

Eqn. (4. 11b)

Where; k g is the thermal conductivity of the flame gases, Pr is the Prandtl
number, ν tc is the kinematic viscosity of the flame gases, all of which are evaluated at the
film temperature ( T f + Tc )/2 [32-33, 46], utc is the flame velocity in the neighborhood of
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the thermocouple, d tc is the diameter of the thermocouple bead. Additionally, Eqn. 4.11b
is valid for the case of forced convection from a sphere for Reynolds number
( Re tc =

utc d tc

ν tc

) in the range 1-70,000 [45].

4.4 Characterizing the effects of Magnetic Field on Diffusion Flames
In addition to the traditionally defined dimensionless parameters such as Reynolds
number, and Froude number other parameters defined by Fujita, et al. [20] have been
used as the necessary criteria to determine the influence of the magnetic field on
diffusion flames. Parameters such as magnetic Grashoff number, magnetic Froude
number and the ratio of gravitationally induced buoyancy forces to the magnetically
induced body forces are identified as key parameters for determining the effect of
magnetic field on diffusion flame behavior [8, 20]. The dimensionless numbers
characterizing fluid flow in the presence of non-uniform magnetic field are indicated
below:
4.4.1 Magnetic Grashoff number
Fujita, et al. [20] defined magnetic Grashoff number as the parameter to identify the
regime where fluid motion due to the presence of a magnetic field would occur [20]. The
magnetic Grashoff number ( Grm ) is defined as the ratio of magneto buoyancy forces to
viscous forces i.e.

(

)

dB 3
⎡
⎢ χ f − χ ox B dz L f
Grm = ⎢
µ o ρν 2
⎢
⎣⎢

Where;

χf

⎤
⎥
⎥ =⎥
⎦⎥

dB 3
⎡
⎢ (χ ox )B dz L f
⎢
2
⎢ µ o ρν
⎣⎢

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦⎥

Eqn. (4. 12)

is the volume magnetic susceptibility of the flame,

χox

is the volume

magnetic susceptibility of the flame, B is the magnetic field intensity ( Tesla ),
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dB
dz

is the

magnetic field gradient ( Tesla m ), L f is the flame length (m),

µo

vacuum ( 4π 10 −7 H m ), ρ is the density of the initial fuel jet ( kg

is the permeability of

m3

), ν is the kinematic

viscosity of the initial fuel jet ( Pa − s ). This is analogous to the Grashoff number since it
is expected that the differences in the magnetic forces acting on the combustion gases and
the surrounding air causes a buoyancy like effect on the flame system [20].
In the above equation the flame height ( L f ) has been chosen as the characteristic
length since the magneto buoyancy forces need to accelerate the flow along the length of
the flame. The magnetic field strength B was measured in terms of its magnetic induction
values (units KGs or Tesla) and hence this has been used instead of H (units Oe). Notice,
that the above equation also provides an approximation for magnetic susceptibility due to
the fact that magnetic susceptibility of oxygen is two orders of magnitude greater than
that of the fuel or the major product species at room temperature [8, 46].
Fujita, et al. concluded that in a manner similar to buoyancy induced flow as a
result of acceleration due to gravity, the presence of a magnetic field should induce flow
for a value of the magnetic Grashoff number ( Grm ) on the order of 102-103 [20].
4.4.2 Magnetic Froude number
In order to compare the orders of magnitude of the magnetically generated buoyancy
forces to the momentum forces, magnetic Froude number ( Frm ) has been introduced as:
Frm =

ρµ o (ν F IYF , stoic )2
( χ f − χ ox ) B

Eqn. (4. 13)

dB
Lf
dz

By employing the approximation for magnetic susceptibility [8] that oxygen is the
dominant paramagnetic component in the vicinity of the flame, this could be re-written
as:
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Frm = −

ρµ o (ν F IYF , stoic )2

Eqn. (4. 14)

dB
χ ox B
Lf
dz

By using an order of magnitude analysis, Fujita, et al. established for the case of
jet diffusion flames in the presence of non-uniform magnetic fields, that if Frm < 0.1, then
the behavior of the flame should be dominated by the magnetic field interaction [20]. In
the above equation the oxygen concentration has been implicitly included by introducing
the fuel mass fraction terms [8].
One could also cast magnetic Froude number as the ratio of Reynolds number
squared to the magnetic Grashoff number by including Reynolds number of the flame as
given under in Eqn. 4.15:
Frm =

Re 2
Grm

Eqn. (4. 15)

Another parameter of importance is the ratio of the body forces associated with
gravity to those associated with the application of a non-uniform magnetic field [8, 20].
This has been determined by examining the ratio of the magnetic Froude number ( Frm ) to
the traditionally defined Froude number ( Fr ):
Ngm =

Frm
Fr

Eqn. (4. 16)

This could also be expressed as:
Ngm =

ρµ oα

Eqn. (4. 17)

dB
χ ox B
dz

4.4.3 Magnetic force acting on the flame
Magnetic force acts as a body force and is given by Kelvin’s equation [7, 8, 30]. The
force acting on a unit volume of gas is given as under in Eqn. 4. 18. The derivation is
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included in Appendix E. For the case of a one-dimensional field it is given by Eqn. 4. 19.
And, for a material placed in another material of a different susceptibility, a net force acts
on the system (Eqn. 4.20) due to the difference in the susceptibilities of the participating
media.
Fmag =

1 χi
∇B 2
2 µo

Eqn. (4. 18)

Fmag =

1 χ i dB
B
2 µ o dz

Eqn. (4. 19)

1 χ − χ ∞ dB
B
dz
2 µo

Eqn. (4. 20)

Fmag =

In the above equations, µ o is the permeability of free space and χ i is the
magnetic susceptibility of material i. It is to be noted that the magnetic force acting on the
gas species is essentially in proportion to χ i of the chemical species and the gradient of the
magnetic field [7, 8, 20, 30, 48]. The species that have no unpaired electrons generally
have negative values of susceptibility χ i and are diamagnetic in nature. Whereas,
elements with unpaired electrons have positive values of susceptibility χ i and are
paramagnetic in nature. Further, the magnitude of χ i depends on electron orbits and
electron spin momentum of the substance [48]. This is defined by Eqn. 4. 21 [48].
χi =

N a g l 2 µ b 2 si (si + 1)µ o
3kTi mi

Eqn. (4. 21)

Where; N a is the Avogadro number, g l is the Lande’s g-factor, µ b is the Bohr
magneton, si is the total electron spin of species i, k is the Boltzmann constant, Ti is the
absolute temperature and mi is the molecular weight of species i. The value of Si is 1 for
O2 and 0 for H2, N2, and H2O [48]. Thus, in turn, it is expected that species with non62

negative values of si (i.e. +ve χ i values) may be influenced by the magnetic field/force.
Further, in the CGS system B = µ o H becomes B = H (since µ o = 1.0 ). Also, the value of χ i
is considered in the CGS units to maintain consistency in the units. Thus, the magnetic
force acting on the gas group in dynes/cc is given by Eqn 4. 22.

Fmag = χ i H

dH
dz

Eqn. (4. 22)

Where; H is the magnetic field strength in Gauss (Gs) and (1 Tesla=10,000Gs).
Thus, the equation used to calculate the magnetic force acting on the flame system in this
study is given by the following equation.
Fmag = (χ − χ ∞ )H

dH
dz

Eqn. (4. 23)

A summary of the significance of the above parameters is shown in the following
Table 4.1 [8, 20, 25, 45]. The experimental results of this study are presented in the next
chapter.
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Table4. 1: Characterization of fluid flow conditions in magnetocombustion
Parameter

Range of values

Significance

Reynolds #
[cold flow conditions]

[≤ 2500]

Laminar

Reynolds #[flame]

[≤ 2500]

Laminar

Froude #

[ Fr << 1]

Buoyancy controlled

Magnetic Froude # [ Frm ]

[ Frm < 0.1]

influence of magnetic field
can be felt on flame

Magnetic Grashoff # [ Grm ]

Grm of the order of 102-103

influence of magnetic field
can be felt on flame

Not Specified

Ratio of body forces

Ngm =

Frm

Fr
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CHAPTER 5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter deals with the experimental measurements that were performed in the course
of this study. Here, the experimental run conditions, the data obtained and the analysis
performed are explained for each of the parameters studied. Firstly, the diffusion flame
characteristics are presented. An analysis of the relevant non-dimensional and magnetic
numbers used to characterize the laminar propane/air flame is then presented. A detailed
study of the temperature distributions is included and comparisons with the numerical
results are carried out. In addition, morphological characterization of the soot collected in
these flames with and without the field is presented as a function of the height above the
burner surface (along the flame axis). The results are analyzed in detail to provide a
comprehensive picture of the flame-magnetic field interaction processes.
5. 1 Data Collection and Analysis–A General Description
The following experimental measurements were carried out for each of the specific
parameters, such as flame structure, temperature distribution and soot formation that were
investigated; a laminar propane/air diffusion flame was established for different flow rates
of the fuel gas, and subjected to a non-uniform magnetic field. In each of the experimental
runs, firstly, the diffusion flame was subjected to a vertically decreasing gradient magnetic
field (location +a), Fig. 3.2e. The same configuration of the flame was then subjected to a
vertically increasing magnetic field gradient (location -a), Fig. 3.2e. The specific details of
the field strength and its gradient are given in Table 5.1. The data collected from these runs
are then compared to a case of no applied magnetic field. This study has been carried out
into two separate flow regimes–the diffusion flame characteristics such as the flame
structure and length have been analyzed in the non-sooting regime. This is because the
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definition of flame length is valid for non-sooting flames. In the sooting regime the effect
of the field on the soot formation is gauged by studying the morphology of the particles,
formed via the gaseous combustion phenomenon.
5.1.1 Magnetic field configuration
The details of the magnetic field intensities that were applied along the flame are shown in
Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Magnetic field conditions
Bc [Tesla]
Current [I] Amp

dB/dz [T/m]

Bc* dB/dz [T2/m]

24

6.648

Center of air gap

20

0.277

5.2 Diffusion Flame Characteristics
Flame characteristics such as the flame structure, luminosity and height were studied for
flow rates ranging from 17cc/min-105cc/min. As mentioned earlier, these specific
measurements were recorded in the non-sooting regime. The current through the
electromagnet was constantly monitored in order to ensure that a constant voltage output
was delivered during the individual experiments and also between separate measurements.
This is essential to provide a magnetic field of constant intensity during the course of the
experiments.
5.2.1 Flame snapshots
Visual examination of combustion process at different flow rates was carried out using a
digital camera and an analysis of the flame shapes and heights is presented. The operating
parameters i.e. the location of the camera with respect to the flame and the settings were
fixed. The results from the visual examination are presented in Figs. 5.1-5.3, for the case of
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a vertically decreasing magnetic field. Here, Figs. 5.1-5.3 depict the influence of the
vertically decreasing magnetic field on the propane/air flame. An increase in the brightness
of the flame was observed on the application of the external field. Also, the flame became
slender. This is consistent with results from the previous studies where researchers found
similar behavior on the application of the magnetic field [7, 8, 13, 15]. Further, flame lift
was noticed for certain fuel flow velocities as indicated in Figs. 5.2-5.3. These observations
suggest that the diffusion flame is being affected by the magnetic field. Overall, the flame
structures indicate greater entrainment of air towards the base of the burner. Hence, there is
a cooling of the burner surface due to the increased thermal mass of the entrained air
around the base and the edges of the flame. This causes the lift-off of the flame and hence
the flame standoff distance increases for these cases. Also, a bluing tendency was observed
in all these cases when the flame was subjected to a field of decreasing strength, indicating
better mixing and thus better combustion. Further, flames with no applied magnetic field
appeared more diffuse than the flames that were subjected to a non-uniform vertically
decreasing magnetic field. Thus, the observed changes in the flame shape and color
demonstrate the magnetic field’s influence on the flames.
A comparison of the flame heights with and without the magnetic field is shown in
Table 5.2. When the flame was subjected to a decreasing field gradient, as expected the
flame height decreased. It is to be noticed that the flame length decreased considerably
corresponding to a flow rate of 102cc/min. Further, a change in the flame length was
observed for the entire range of flow rates studied. The trend of the flame lengths is shown
in Fig. 5.4a. Also, the effect of magnetic field of varying intensities on the flame behavior
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No Field

Bc=2.77 kGs
Velocity = 2.63 cm/sec
Fig 5.1: Vertically decreasing magnetic field’s influence on
propane/air flame

No Field

Bc=2.77 kGs
Velocity = 1.32 cm/sec
Fig 5.2: Vertically decreasing magnetic field’s influence on
propane/air flame

No Field

B=2.77 kGs
Velocity = 1.16 cm/sec
Fig 5.3: Vertically decreasing magnetic field’s influence on
propane/air flame
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was studied. The change in the flame length, for the case of the magnetic field of higher
intensity, was greater for all the flow rates investigated. For the same flow rates the flame
was subjected to an increasing field gradient and it was found that the results were
consistent with theory i.e. the flame heights increased for all the flow rates. The results are
comparable to earlier studies [9, 13, 15-16], where an increase in flame length was
observed on the application of vertically increasing magnetic field. A visual examination of
the flame structure/shape suggested that the flame was being turned away from the
magnetic field of higher intensities, for this field orientation. The flame behaved in a way
as if to avoid the magnetic field and move away. Similar observations were reported by
Aoki and Wakayama [15-16] for the case of an increasing field gradient applied around a
diffusion flame. The thermophysical properties of propane (at room temperature and
atmospheric pressure) were used to evaluate the Reynolds number, Froude number, and the
parameters calculated based on cold flow conditions are reported in Table 5.2 as well. The
range of the Reynolds number for the observed flow velocities shows that the flow is
laminar in nature and the Froude number indicates that they are buoyancy controlled. In a
later section the properties of the hot flame gases are evaluated by considering the thermo
physical properties of propane at the flame temperature.
The measured flame heights were compared with the theoretical expression for
calculating the flame height. Roper [29-30] gave an expression for flame height with
respect to a circular burner port as follows:
⎛ Q (T∞
)⎞
⎜ F
TF ⎟
⎜
⎟
L f , exp t = 1330
⎜⎜ ln(1 + 1 ) ⎟⎟
S
⎝
⎠

Eqn. (5. 1)
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C3H8

Table 5.2: Effect of the magnetic field on flame height
Cold Flow Conditions
Measured Flame length(cm)

velocity
Re

No

Bc=2.77 kG

Bc=2.77 kG

Field

Dec. gradient

Inc. gradient

Fr

(cm/sec)
5.2

74

0.043452

5.643

4.17

6.58

3.9

56

0.024442

4.24

3.68

4.70

2.6

37

0.010863

2.62

2.43

3.07

1.3

19

0.002716

1.37

1.07

1.65

1.2

17

0.002155

1.22

1.13

1.40

1.1

15

0.001782

1.17

0.9

1.22

0.9

12

0.001091

1.02

0.8

1.07

Effect of magnetic field on Flame Length

Fig. 5.4a: Comparison of flame heights on the application of the gradient magnetic field
(NAMF: No magnetic field)
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Fig 5.4b: Comparison of flame heights in the presence of decreasing and increasing
magnetic field gradients (NAMF: No magnetic field)
Where; QF is the volumetric flow rate of fuel from the nozzle (cc/min), T∞ is the
ambient oxidizer temperature (K), TF is the fuel temperature at the burner exit (K), and S is
the molar-stoichiometric oxidizer-fuel ratio. The measured values of the flame lengths were
in close agreement (to within an average of 96%) with the theoretical values, are shown in
Fig. 5.5. The comparison of the measured flame heights for the propane/air air diffusion
flame system to the theoretical values is provided in Table 5. 3.
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Jet Velocity

Table 5.3: Comparison of flame heights
Flame height (cm) Flame height (cm)

(cm/sec)

Measured

Eqn. (5.1)

% Difference

5.2

5.63

5.49

2.5

3.9

4.24

4.04

4.7

2.6

2.61

2.69

2.9

1.3

1.37

1.35

1.8

1.16

1.21

1.19

2.8

1.05

1.16

1.08

7.8

0.90

1.01

0.92

8.9

Fig. 5.5: Flame length measurements, comparison with Roper’s theoretical formula [Eqn.
(5.1)]
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5.2.2 Characterizing fluid flow behavior under magnetic field application
The flame behavior with and without the application of the magnetic field was assessed by
considering: a.) The Froude number and the buoyancy force acting on the flame, b.) The
magnetic force via the non-dimensional numbers, c.) Kelvin’s body force acting on the
flame. The ratio of these forces was also studied to gauge the extent of the interaction and
whether the magnetic field enhanced the combustion processes occurring in the flame. The
thermo-physical properties that have been used in the calculations are shown in Table 5.4.
Also, a comparison of the various forces acting on the flame system, over the entire span of
flow rates studied has been included. Specifically, the buoyancy, momentum and the
magnetic force (Kelvin’s body force) are compared to determine if the flame is buoyancy
controlled and further determine if the magnetic forces are comparable to the buoyancy
forces, to affect combustion/flame behavior. Thus, in this direction, various nondimensional numbers that were discussed in Chapter 4 have been calculated and tabulated.
Thus, the dimensionless parameters characterizing the forces acting on the diffusion flame
are given in Table 5.5 for the case of a vertically decreasing gradient field.
The experimentally examined Reynolds number indicates that the flame gases were
laminar in nature and the Froude numbers clearly indicate that they were buoyancy
controlled. Further, the magnetic Froude numbers were of the order of 10-6. As stated
earlier in Section 4.4.2 [8, 20], this would indicate that the flames were magnetically
controlled relative to the inertia effects as these values are far less than 10. The value Ngm
indicates that the magnetic body forces are considerable in magnitude to gravitational body
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forces. Further, the values of Grm also suggest magnetic field influence on the investigated
flame systems [8, 20]. Thus, a study of these numbers indicates that the flames examined
here, lie in a region where the magnetic field can affect its behavior. Also, this is consistent
with the scaling analysis for identifying regions where the magnetic force could influence
fluid behavior. Here, it was identified that

dB
dz

B

of O (1) could influence low velocity flows

(Appendix B). Here, the momentum forces (6.5x10-4-2.6x10-2) N/m3 are small compared to
the average buoyancy forces 7.3N/m3 for the range of investigated velocities. Hence, these
results are in agreement with the Froude number calculations where it was determined that
the flames are buoyancy controlled.
Table 5.4: Baseline Parameters for studying the influence of the field on the flame system
[8, 20]
Parameter
Present
A(mean buoyant acceleration) m/s2

23.73

D(Mass diffusivity) m2/s

7.62 X 10-5

I(Ratio of actual initial momentum to that
1.0
for uniform flow)
Tf (Temperature of the flame) K

1500

T∞(Ambient Temperature) K

300

YF, stoic (Fuel mass fraction)

0.0601

µo(Permeability of free space)
kg.(m/s2).A2

1.26 X 10-6

χOX (Magnetic susceptibility of oxygen)

2.0 X 10-6

ρ (density of fuel) kg/m3

0.4
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Table 5.5: Parameters characterizing flame behavior in a decreasing gradient field
Velocity
cm/sec
Flame gases

Eqn. 4.14

Ratio of
body forces
Eqn. 4.16

Magnetic
Grashoff#
Eqn. 4.12

9.88 x 10-6

8.89 x 10-6

0.90

3.28 x 105

1.13

6.29 x 10-6

5.66 x 10-6

0.90

2.27 x 105

2.60

0.50

4.23 x 10-6

3.81 x 10-6

0.90

6.52 x 104

1.30

0.12

2.25 x 10-6

2.02 x 10-6

0.90

6.78 x 103

1.16

0.10

1.91 x 10-6

1.72 x 10-6

0.90

5.52 x 103

1.05

0.07

1.87 x 10-6

1.68 x 10-6

0.90

3.33 x 103

0.90

0.05

1.29 x 10-6

1.16 x 10-6

0.90

2.33 x 103

Reynolds#

Froude #

Magnetic Froude #

Eqn. 4.7

Eqn. 4.8

5.20

1.71

3.90

The buoyancy force for the investigated flames was evaluated by considering an
average flame temperature of 1500K. The magnetic force acting on paramagnetic O2 gas
was calculated to be about 14.4 N/m3. It is evident from the results of this study that forces
of this magnitude can cause a magnetic field-flame interaction. These results are consistent
with earlier studies [15] where it was reported that forces of this magnitude could impact
flame behavior. By subjecting the flame to a vertically decreasing magnetic field gradient
O2 from the surrounding gas is drawn towards the flame via the magnetic force exerted.
Thus, the combustion characteristics are enhanced due to the better utilization of the
available oxidizer.
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5.2.3 Measurement of flame temperatures
The temperature distribution within the flame is critical to understanding other phenomena
such as the particle formation in these systems. A propane/air flame was established for
various fuel flow rates and the temperature measurements were carried out. The
measurements were made both in the presence and the absence of the magnetic field and
the temperature variations were noted. The temperatures for a flow rate of 17cc/min are
reported in Table 5.6. Here, the temperatures were measured at various axial locations
above the burner surface. The values represent the highest temperatures obtained at each
location, and appear to be relatively constant with an estimated experimental error ±5K.
Further, the measured thermocouple temperatures are corrected for radiation losses. A
comparison of the mean uncorrected temperatures to the radiation corrected temperatures
demonstrates that the flame temperatures would be underestimated by approximately 65K
if radiation effects were not considered. The adiabatic flame temperature for C3H8 burning
in ambient air, at atmospheric pressure is 2267 K. Also, for the case of the no applied
magnetic field a numerical study was undertaken. The specific aim of the numeric study
was to establish the flow field characteristics such as the variations in the temperature and
the mass fractions of the various stable species i.e. the fuel, oxidizer and the products of
combustion. Fig. 5.6 shows a comparison of the temperature distribution for a fuel flow
rate, 17cc/min on the application of the decreasing gradient magnetic field (Bc=2.77 KGs).
Specifically, the thermocouple was positioned along the flame’s central axis and gradually
moved along the Z axes to locate the maximum temperature for the case of NAMF (no
magnetic field) and the same was repeated on the application of the magnetic field. Here,
an increase in temperature of 100K was observed. Fig.5.7 represents the radiation corrected
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temperature profiles for a fuel velocity, 2.6cm/sec, on the application of the magnetic field.
It is well understood that combustion is accompanied by an increase in temperature. Also,
better utilization of the oxidizer implies better combustion properties. Here, the
magnetically induced air flow in the vicinity of the flame and the magnetic force acting on
the diamagnetic fuel gas are considered to cause convection in the neighborhood of the
flame and to better support combustion by replenishing reactants and removing hot
products. This favors enhanced burning conditions and thus leading to higher temperatures
within the flame.

Table 5.6: Axial temperature measurements for C3H8/air diffusion flame burning at
atmospheric pressure. Cold gas velocity is 0.9 cm/s.
No Field
Bc=2.77kGs
No field
Bc=2.77kGs
Location
above burner
Uncorrected
Uncorrected
Corrected
Corrected
in mm
Temp, K
Temp, K
Temp, K
Temp, K
1

836

934

850

956

2

1073

1163

1111

1216

4

1241

1298

1310

1380

6

1287

1415

1367

1531

8

1325

478

1415

1617

10

1381

1327

1487

1417

12

1315

1152

1402

1202

15

1060

-

1096

-

77

Fig 5.6: Comparison of axial temperature measurements for C3H8/air diffusion flame (fuel
velocity, 0.9 cm/s)

Fig. 5.7: Comparison of axial temperature measurements for C3H8/air diffusion flame (fuel
velocity, 2.6 cm/s)
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Table 5.7: Axial temperature measurements for C3H8/air diffusion flame burning at
atmospheric pressure. Cold gas velocity is 2.6 cm/s.
No field
Bc=2.77kGs
No field
Bc=2.77kGs
Location
above burner
Uncorrected
Uncorrected
Corrected
Corrected
in mm
Temp, K
Temp, K
Temp, K
Temp, K
1

618

786

622

797

3

950

1021

973

1052

6

1074

1151

1113

1202

9

1166

1213

1220

1276

12

1210

1268

1272

1343

15

1238

1318

1306

1406

18

1288

1376

1368

1480

21

1360

1447

1459

1574

24

1373

1355

1476

1453

27

1295

1129

1377

1176

30

1131

-

1178

-

5.2.3.1 Numerical simulation study of the propane/air diffusion flame
The equations of mass, momentum, energy and species concentration governing the
propane/air diffusion flame have been numerically investigated using Fluent 6.2.16. As the
flame reactor is axis symmetric, a 2-D model is deemed sufficient to study chemical
kinetics involved in the combustion processes. The burner diameter and air velocity are
specified as the boundary conditions. The flow field has been studied for varying flow rates
corresponding to the experimental investigations. A generalized finite-rate chemistry model
has been used to analyze the propane/air combustion system. Here, the combustion is
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modeled using a global one step reaction mechanism, assuming complete conversion of the
fuel to CO2 and H2O. This reaction is defined in terms of stoichiometric coefficients,
formation enthalpies and parameters that control the reaction rate. Here, the reaction rate is
determined assuming that laminar diffusion is the rate-limiting process. It is to be noted
that radiation losses have been neglected. The temperature field for the various flow rates
has been systematically studied and it has been noticed that temperatures fall within the
similar range for all the cases. Here, the temperature distribution obtained for a flow
velocity, 0.9 cm/s is represented in Fig. 5.8. The experimental values compare well with
the numerical results (96%). Also, the mass fractions of the involved species are shown in
Figs. 5.9-5.13. Specifically, the zones of combustion in this diffusion flame can be
identified based on the individual species profiles.

Fig 5.8: Temperature profiles of the C3H8/air diffusion flame,
velocity, 0.9cm/s
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Fig 5.9: Profiles of mass fraction, C3H8, velocity, 0.9cm/s

Fig 5.10: Profiles of mass fraction, O2, velocity, 0.9cm/s
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Fig 5.11: Profiles of mass fraction, CO2, velocity, 0.9cm/s

Fig 5.12: Profiles of mass fraction, H2O, velocity, 0.9cm/s
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Fig 5.13: Profiles of mass fraction, N2, velocity, 0.9cm/s

5.3 Soot Collection and Analysis
As stated earlier in Section 5.2, these specific studies were conducted for the case of the
sooting flames. Here, a stable flame corresponding to a flow rate of 145cc/min was
established and was chosen as the primary subject for all the soot morphological
measurements. Specifically, the morphology measurements were made along the flame’s
central axis both within the flame and the flame tip (where the soot is escaping into the
atmosphere). The methods involved and the results are discussed in the following section.
5.3.1 Measurement and analysis of the soot aggregate morphology using
thermophoretic sampling
A stable propane/air sooting flame was established in the air gap of the magnet. This flame
was subjected to the highest magnetic field gradient in a vertically decreasing field
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(location +a, Fig. 3. 2d) and the soot particles were sampled along the flame’s axis. These
measurements were then repeated for the lowest intensity of the magnetic field. Also, the
measurements for similar operating conditions were repeated in a vertically increasing
magnetic field configuration (location –a, Fig. 3. 2d). These results are then compared to a
case of no applied magnetic field. The flame borne particles were thermophoretically
sampled on to copper coated carbon grids and photographed using a transmission electron
microscope. A JEOL JEM 2010 electron microscope operated at 200 KeV with a point-topoint resolution of 2.3Å was used to analyze the samples. In order to gain an understanding
of the results obtained from thermophoretic sampling, it is important to select the
morphological parameters that are consistent with the effects being studied. Here, the
emphasis is on the agglomerate distribution patterns together with the density distribution
of the aggregates. The TEM micrographs were grouped and analyzed systematically based
on the operating parameters such as the height above the burner surface and the intensity of
the magnetic field. The TEM micrographs sampled at 1cm above the burner surface are
shown in Figs.5.14-5.15. The soot particles collected are agglomerated into clusters as
visualized from these images. Fig.5.15 shows a decrease in agglomeration of the sampled
particles as compared to the case of no applied magnetic field. This effect is attributed to
the enhancement in the combustion characteristics of the flame caused by the decreasing
field (Bc=2.77kGs). Figs. 5.16a-5.16b are the TEM images of the soot sampled at the flame
tip. The results also indicate a decrease in the soot particle aggregates and the aggregate
size as well, for the case of a vertically decreasing magnetic field as compared to the case
of no applied magnetic field. For the case of the vertically increasing gradient field case it
was noticed that there was an increase in the agglomeration of the sampled particles, i.e.
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more soot was observed and these results were consistent with earlier studies [16, 19]
where similar effects were reported on the application of the increasing magnetic field
gradient.

Fig. 5.14: Soot samples collected at 1 cm above reactor surface for a case of no magnetic
field
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Fig. 5.15: Soot samples collected at 1 cm above reactor surface for a case of vertically
decreasing magnetic field (Bc =2.77 KGs)
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Fig. 5.16a: Soot samples collected at flame tip for a case of no magnetic field

Fig. 5.16b: Soot samples collected at flame tip for a case of vertically decreasing magnetic
field (Bc =2.77 KGs)
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5.4 Forces Acting on the Flame in the Presence of the Magnetic Field–A Detailed
Discussion
5.4.1 Establishing the domain of interaction
In order to identify the regime of the flame-magnetic field interaction an estimate of the
forces acting on the flame in the presence of the magnetic field was required. Thus, an
order of magnitude analysis was carried out based on the governing Navier-Stokes
equations. Based on the results of this analysis, Appendix B, a comparison was made of the
momentum forces acting on fuel jets and the magnetic force that would be required to have
an impact on such jets. The momentum force was calculated by using the Eqn. (5.2).
Fmom

∫ ρν dA
=
∫ ldA
2
f

Eqn. (5.2)

The magnetic force [Eqn. (4.21)] was calculated by fixing the gradient (here, a value of
24T/m was considered) and considering the field intensities up to 1 Tesla. These specific
values were considered, as an appropriate combination of magnet core material, pole piece
geometry and air gap could provide the magnetic field strengths discussed here. Also, the
interaction was attributed to the force exerted on the paramagnetic oxygen gas. This
specific range of the field intensities was chosen to gauge the magnetic force that can be
produced by permanent magnets without the need for any special/external devices for
producing the magnetic field. The specific aim was to determine the domain of interaction
for the flame-field interaction. A comparison of the forces is shown in Fig. 5.17. It can be
seen from this figure that the momentum forces increase as the Reynolds number increases
and the magnetic force takes a value of about 50 N/m3 for a field intensity of 1 Tesla. It
indicates that very high magnetic field strengths up to 5 Tesla or higher are required to
influence high Reynolds number flows and thus this interaction can be better utilized in the
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low velocity flow regime. Due to the experimental constraints, the maximum field intensity
achievable in this study is 0.3 Tesla and thus the focus has primarily been on low Reynolds
number flows (Re is in the range, 10-100). This range of flow velocities corresponds to the
micro flames, and hence the focus of this study was the impact of the magnetic fields on
micro flames.

Fig. 5.17: Comparison of forces for establishing the domain of interaction

5.4.2 Forces acting on the flame in the presence of the magnetic field–A comparison
The forces acting on the flame in the presence of the magnetic field have been
systematically analyzed. The flame properties have been characterized based upon the
momentum, buoyancy and the magnetic forces acting on the flame gases. The momentum
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force acting on the fuel jet has been evaluated based on Eqn. (5.2). These values are shown
in Fig. 5.18. It clearly indicates that the momentum forces are small for the investigated
Reynolds numbers. Thus, together with the Froude number calculations [Table 5.5], it can
be noticed that these flames are buoyancy controlled. Also, the magnetic force acting on
paramagnetic O2 gas has been calculated based on the ambient air conditions, Section
5.2.2, and the observed effects were attributed to this force.

Fig. 5.18: Momentum force

However, it is important to taken into account the density variations occurring
within the flame (as a result of the temperature variations). Hence, this change has also
been accounted for, by evaluating the buoyancy and the momentum forces as a function of
the height along the flame axis, in order to provide a comprehensive picture of the
interaction. Also, the magnetic force acting on the O2 gas has been calculated in a similar
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way. This is because the magnetic susceptibility of the O2 gas also varies with temperature.
The equations for calculating the momentum and buoyancy forces have been modified to
account for the density variations within the flame as shown in Eqns. 5.3-5.4. Thus, these
forces were evaluated as a function of the height along the flame axis to account for the
density variation.
Fmom

∫ρ
=

f

(h)ν 2f dA

Eqn. (5.3)

∫ ldA

Eqn. (5.4)

Fb = ( ρ f ( h) − ρ ∞ ) g

The ratio of the buoyancy to the momentum forces clearly indicates that the flame
were buoyancy controlled, Fig. 5.19. This is consistent with the Froude number
calculations, where it was established that the flame is buoyancy controlled. Similarly, the
ratio of the magnetic force to the buoyancy force also indicates that the flame is buoyancy
controlled, Fig. 5.20. The observed behavior can be summarized by the effects of the
magnetic force acting on the O2 gas in the ambient air and the forces acting on the same in
the hot gases. Further, it is also essential to note that the magnetic forces impact the flame
behavior as long as there are comparable in magnitude to the buoyancy forces. Thus, any
further increase in the magnetic force as compared to the buoyancy force would enhance
the effect of the field on the flame behavior.
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Fig. 5.19: Comparison of forces–Ratio of buoyancy to momentum forces acting along the
flame, Re = 15

Fig. 5.20: Comparison of forces–Ratio of magnetic to buoyancy forces acting along
the flame, Re = 15
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CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Summary of Results and Discussion
An in-depth study has been conducted to comprehend the interaction between magnetic
fields and laminar diffusion flames. In this study the influence of the gradient magnetic
field on the laminar C3H8/air flame behavior was assessed by investigating the following;
changes in the flame structure i.e. the luminosity and shape, the non-dimensionless
numbers governing the interaction, variation in the temperature distribution within the
flame, and morphology studies of soot produced in these flames. The study methodology
involved collecting the requisite set of data by subjecting the flame to a gradient magnetic
field and comparing the data to a case of no applied magnetic field. The significant
observations of this study are summarized as under:
1. A diffusion flame corresponding to flow rates 17cc/min-105cc/min was analyzed for
the effect of the magnetic field on the flame’s combustion characteristics. Visual
examination of the flame indicated an increase in the brightness and a bluing
tendency on the application of the magnetic field. Also, the flame length decreased in
the presence of the vertically decreasing magnetic field. This demonstrates the field’s
influence on the flame structure. Here, the magnetic force enhances fresh air supply
to the bottom and along the edges of the flame, resulting in shorter flame lengths.
2. For the case of the vertically increasing magnetic field, the reverse features were
observed. The flame became elongated and behaved in a way as if to avoid magnetic
fields of higher intensities. This is expected since flame gases (fuel and products of
combustion) being diamagnetic in nature are repelled by stronger fields and hence are
turned away in directions of lower intensities.
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3. The non-dimensional numbers characterizing the flame-field interaction indicate that
the flame behavior is affected by buoyancy and the magnetic field’s influence. The
range of the Froude numbers (Table 5.5) indicate that these flames are buoyancy
controlled and the range of magnetic Froude numbers (Table 5.5) number indicate
that the magneto buoyancy forces are significant as compared to the momentum
forces. Also, the magnetic Grashoff number indicates that the flames lie in a region
where the non-uniform field could affect combustion. The results of the order of
magnitude analysis (to gauge the possible flow regions where the magnetic field
could influence fluid behavior) were consistent with the observations made for the
flame system. Here, the momentum forces (6.5x10-4-2x10-2) N/m3 are small
compared to the buoyancy forces 7.3 N/m3 for the range of velocities investigated.
These results are consistent with the Froude number calculations where it was
determined that the flames are buoyancy controlled.
4. The force exerted by the magnetic field is considered to be small. The force acting on
oxygen in the present study is calculated to be about 14.4 N/m3. The results of the
present study show that this force (14.4 N/m3) can cause changes in the flame
behavior.
5. A numerical study was carried out to assess the species concentration distribution and
the temperature profiles (no applied magnetic field) for the flames burning in air. The
temperature measurements were carried out for the various flow rates and these
measurements were in close agreement with the numerical predictions (96%). A
comparison was made for the maximum temperatures noted along the flame axis for
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the case of no applied field and vertically decreasing magnetic field case. An increase
of 100K was reported for the flow velocity of 0.9cm/sec.
6. Finally, soot particles formed in these flames was sampled using the thermophoretic
sampling phenomenon and were analyzed based on the location above the burner
surface (the location where the particles were collected in the flame). It was observed
that these flame borne particles were less agglomerated for the case of the vertically
decreasing magnetic field and were more densely distributed for the increasing field
case. Thus, these observations indicate the influence of the gradient magnetic field on
the laminar diffusion flames and suggest a possible way to combustion control in the
future.
6.2 Recommendations for Future Work
The results of the present study provide an insight into the unexplored area of magneto
combustion and/or magnetoaerodynamics. However, in order to establish its commercial
and industrial application, further research and additions are warranted. The following
suggestions might be useful in delving further in this area. A magnetic field that could be
varied in a wide range (0-2Tesla) in small increments to identify the gradual transition in
the flame behavior on the application of the external field. It would be helpful to look
into the effect on the flow rate that corresponds to the soot inception point, to gauge if the
flow rate corresponding to the soot inception point would be altered. It would be useful to
conduct a numerical analysis of the equations governing the flame-field interaction. This
could provide specific information about the field’s effect on the various radical species
Also; similar analysis could be conducted on a wide variety of fuels to look for any major
variations in the effect on the fuel used for these studies. Finally, study of the flame-field
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interaction in reduced gravity environments could provide a means to especially observe
the magnetic field’s influence on the flame, (due to reduced or no buoyancy forces) in the
vicinity of the flame.
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APPENDIX A. CALCULATIONS RELATED TO THE
ELECTROMAGNET
APPROACH FOR CALCULATING THE NUMBER OF TURNS FOR
THE MAGNET
Ampere’s law has been used to design the electromagnet [38]. Ampere’s law describes
the static magnetic field in terms of its electrical source. It gives the component of the
magnetic field around a closed path summed over the path in terms of the magnetic flux
through the path [38]. In mathematical terms this can be written as [38]:

∫ B.dl = µ I

Eqn. (A.1)

o

In the above equation, the constant of proportionality, µ o is the permeability of
free space, B is the magnetic field intensity, l is the length of the closed loop, and I is the
total current passing through the loop. In the steady state (magnetostatics) current lines
are continuous. So, the current passing through a loop, l, must continue on through any
open surface S which is bounded by l (Fig. A.1). The total current through S is:

∫

Eqn. (A.2)

I = Jds

dS

Loop l

Lines of J

Surface
Fig A.1 [38]: Deriving Ampere’s law
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Thus, Ampere’s law may be written as in Eqn. A.3. The integral of a vector round
a closed loop is called the circulation of the vector round the loop.

∫ B.dl = ∫ µ J .ds

Eqn. (A.3)

o

This is the fundamental relation for the magnetic design, which relates the line
integral of the magnetic field around a closed path and the total current enclosed by the
path. This concept has been applied in determining the windings required for producing
the required magnetic field intensity in the air gap of the EM. A permanent magnet with a
cast iron core was selected for this purpose (Fig. A.2). In the figure, g represents the air
gap and li represents the total length over the legs of the EM that accommodate the
magnetic wire (say a coil of N turns) and i is the total current through the coil, and B is
the magnetic field intensity (in Tesla) required in the air gap. Substituting, these terms in
Eqn. A3 gives the number of turns required for the windings as indicated in Eqn. A.4.

B0 g Bi li
+
= iN
µ0
µ0 µ r

Eqn. (A.4)

In the above equation, the magnetic flux density in the air gap and the core is
constant and given by B0 and Bi respectively and li is the path length through the core.
The permeability of the air gap is virtually same as the permeability of vacuum
( µ0 =4π*10-7H/m), while the permeability of magnetic materials, µ (= µ0 µ r ), depends on
Bi. Also, µ r is the relative permeability, and is generally referred as permeability [21, 38].
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Fig. A.2: Schematic of the electromagnet
Calculations:
B0 - varies from 0 to 0.5 Tesla (expected)
Bi - measured to be 250 G i.e., 0.025T (measured)
g - air gap measured to be 0.03m (with the pole faces)
µ0 - 4π*10-7 H/m

µ r - Permeability of the cast iron material (2500)
i - current value to be used (DC source 20 A)
N - number of turns required
li - length on arms of the magnet where the coil is to be wound which is 0.33m
(measured – 2*0.165m on each arm of the permanent magnet)
The criterion was on establishing a moderate field of 0.5 Tesla to study the
influence of such magnetic field strengths on diffusion flames (as discussed in Chapter2).
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Also, it was required to achieve a field as high as 0.5 Tesla with a moderate current
through the coil. For a direct current value of 20 A through the coil, the total number of
turns required was 440 on each leg of the EM. But, since the iron core has a saturation
magnetization range of 0.4-0.8 Tesla [21], the core saturated at the lower end of this
range and at the maximum current of 20 A through the EM windings produced a field of
0.277 Tesla at the center of the air gap. Thus, the magnetic field (maximum value,
0.277Tesla) was used in this study to identify the influence on diffusion flames.
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APPENDIX B
IMPACT OF THE MAGNETIC FORCE ON FLUID FLOW
Here, the specific impact of the magnetic forces and the magnetic field gradient on the
fluid behavior is assessed in the context of the governing Navier-Stokes equations.
Consider a non-burning fuel jet issuing into ambient air as shown in Fig.B.1. The
equations governing the jet flow under the application of magnetic field are as given,

Z

X

d
Fig. B.1: Effect of magnetic field on axisymmetric fluid flow

∂u ∂w
+
=0
∂x ∂z

Eqn. (B.1)

⎛ ∂ 2u ∂ 2u ⎞
∂u ⎞
∂p
1 χi
⎛ ∂u
+ w ⎟ = − + µ ⎜⎜ 2 + 2 ⎟⎟ + ρg +
∇B 2
∂z ⎠
∂x
∂z ⎠
2 µo
⎝ ∂x
⎝ ∂x

Eqn. (B.2)

⎛ ∂2w ∂2w ⎞
∂w ⎞
∂p
1 χi
⎛ ∂w
+ w ⎟ = − + µ ⎜⎜ 2 + 2 ⎟⎟ + ρg +
∇B 2
∂z ⎠
∂z
∂
∂
x
z
2
µ
⎝ ∂x
⎝
⎠
o

Eqn. (B.3)

ρ⎜u

ρ⎜u

The following definitions have been used to non-dimensionalize the above
equations [49].
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u′ =

p
u
x
z
B
w
B′ =
w′ =
x′ = z ′ = p ′ =
2
u
B
uj
d
d
ρu j
j
c

Eqn. (B.4)

Where; u j is the jet mean exit velocity (m/s), d is the diameter of the burner tube
(m), Bc is the maximum magnetic field intensity achievable (Tesla) and Re is the
Reynolds number ( Re =

u jd

υ ). Thus, the equations in the non-dimensional form can be

written as follows,
∂u ′ ∂ w ′
+
=0
∂x ′ ∂z ′

Eqn. (B.5)

∂p′ 1 ⎛ ∂ 2u ′ ∂ 2u ′ ⎞ g x d χ i 2 ∇B 2
∂u ′ ⎞
⎛ ′ ∂u ′
′
⎜
⎟+
u
w
Bc
+
=
−
+
+
+
⎜
⎟
∂x′ Re ⎜⎝ ∂x′2 ∂z′2 ⎟⎠ u j 2 µ o
∂z ′ ⎠
ρu j 2
⎝ ∂x′

Eqn. (B.6)

∂p′ 1 ⎛ ∂ 2 w′ ∂ 2 w′ ⎞ g z d χ i 2 ∇B 2
∂w′ ⎞
⎛ ∂w′
⎜
⎟+
B
+
+
+
+ w′
⎜ u′
⎟=−
µo c ρu 2j
∂z ′ Re ⎜⎝ ∂x′2 ∂z′2 ⎟⎠ u 2j
∂z′ ⎠
⎝ ∂x′

Eqn. (B.7)

Assuming the width of the jet to be O (10-3 m) i.e. d O (10-3 m), gravity O (10),
permeability of vacuum µ o O (10-6), density ρ O (1) and the magnetic susceptibility for
paramagnetic fluids such as O2 χ i O (10-6) whereas for diamagnetic fluids such as N2,
C3H8 the magnetic susceptibility χ i O (10-9), the scaling analysis has been carried out.
The results of the magnitude analysis based on these substitutions can be summarized as
under:
The temperature across the domain is assumed to be a constant. Thus, the
thermophysical properties are assumed to be constant through out the control volume.
Also, the difference between the densities of the two species (paramagnetic gases and the
diamagnetic gases) involved is assumed to be negligible. Since the pressure drop for the
low speed micro jet exiting into quiescent air is negligibly small (∆P = 43.4x10-6 Pa), this
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term has been ignored for the present scaling analysis. Similar to the analysis in an earlier
study [50] the following comparisons were carried out. Comparing gravity (

magnetic forces (

gzd
) vs. the
u 2j

χ i 2 ∇B 2
∂B ′
) acting on the system it can be noted that B ′
must be O
Bc
2
∂z ′
µo
ρu j

(1) to achieve the same magnitude of influence on the jet as gravity for any given velocity
for paramagnetic fluids. Also, since both the gravity and the magnetic force terms are
inversely proportional to the jet mean velocity, the gravity terms sets a minimum
threshold for the gradient magnetic field required to have an impact on the fluid behavior
(for a given velocity) [50]. Further, B ′

terms and B ′

∂B ′
∂z ′

∂B ′
∂z ′

must be of the order O (

must be of the order O (

uj

χi

u 2j

χi

10-4) for advection

10-6) for convection terms.

Since χ i for diamagnetic fluids is O (10-9), a force of three orders of magnitude
higher than that for the case of paramagnetic fluids [ χ i O (10-6)] is required to exhibit a
similar behavior. Hence, it can be reasonably argued that the impact of the magnetic field
on the flame system is via the influence exerted on O2 (in turn air).
Now, specifically for paramagnetic fluids i.e. χ i O (10-6), B ′
order O ( u 2j 102) for advection terms and B ′

∂B ′
∂z ′

∂B ′
∂z ′

must be of the

must be of the order for O ( u j )

convection terms respectively. Here, it can be noticed that paramagnetic and diamagnetic
behavior would most likely be exhibited by low velocity flows.
The aim is to identify regions where the paramagnetic and the diamagnetic body
forces would be non-negligible. Since, gravity sets a minimum threshold for the magnetic
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force to impact fluid behavior; it in turn implies that the required magnetic field strength
and the gradient are significantly reduced by the absence of gravity. This has been
suggested by the microgravity experiments where significantly lower fields [80 mTesla]
have noticeable effects on the diffusion flame behavior for the same range of flow
velocities [2.4cm/s] as in the normal gravity experiments [19-20]. Thus, it can be
summarized that gravity sets a minimum threshold for the jet to be effected by the
magnetic body forces. And as such, under normal gravity conditions, the essential
conditions seem to be favoring low Reynolds number flows and the use of magnets of
high strengths, as explained previously. Thus, an analysis involving low velocity flows
subjected to magnetic field of moderate strength (0.27 Tesla) has been carried out in this
study. The results of the experiments and the comparisons to this scaling analysis would
be further discussed in Chapter 5.
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APPENDIX C
THEORETICAL MODEL PROPOSED FOR THE INTERACTION
OF A BURNING JET AND MAGNETIC FIELD
In order to comprehend the propane/air diffusion flame a study of the partial differential
equations governing the system would be useful. Consider a fuel jet (C3H8) issuing into
ambient air. A diffusion flame is established and subjected to a magnetic field. The
control volume considered for this interaction is as indicated in Fig. C.1. Laminar flow
conditions and steady state conditions are assumed. The flame axis is oriented vertically
upwards.

Z
Exit

Side

Fuel Side
Air Side
Injector Wall
X

Air (O2 + N2)
0.635 cm
C3H8
Fig. C.1 [48]: Domain for the study of flame-magnetic field interaction
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The equations governing this system i.e. the conservation of mass, momentum, energy,
species concentration and the equation of state are given by equations C.1-C.5 [48].
∂u ∂w
=0
+
∂x ∂z

⎛ ∂ρ
⎞
= 0⎟
Q⎜
∂
t
⎝
⎠

Eqn. (C.1)

⎛ ∂ 2 u ∂ 2u ⎞
∂u ⎞
∂p
⎛ ∂u
+ w ⎟ = − + µ ⎜⎜ 2 + 2 ⎟⎟ + ρg + f i
∂z ⎠
∂x
∂z ⎠
⎝ ∂x
⎝ ∂x

Eqn. (C.2a)

⎛ ∂ 2w ∂2w ⎞
∂p
∂w ⎞
⎛ ∂w
+ w ⎟ = − + µ ⎜⎜ 2 + 2 ⎟⎟ + ρg + f i
∂z ⎠
∂z
∂z ⎠
⎝ ∂x
⎝ ∂x

Eqn. (C.2b)

ρ⎜u

ρ⎜u

∂T ⎞ k ⎛ ∂ 2T ∂ 2T ⎞ 1
⎛ ∂T
⎟−
⎜
+w ⎟=
+
∂z ⎠ C p ⎜⎝ ∂x 2 ∂z 2 ⎟⎠ C p
⎝ ∂x

ρ⎜u

N

1

i =1

i

i

p

⎛ ∂ 2Y ∂ 2Y ⎞
∂Y ⎞
⎛ ∂Yi
+ w i ⎟ = ρDi ⎜⎜ 2i + 2i ⎟⎟ + wi
∂z ⎠
∂z ⎠
⎝ ∂x
⎝ ∂x

ρ⎜u

p = ρRT

N

i =1

i i

i

Eqn. (C.3)

Eqn. (C.4)

∑m
i =1

N

∑ h w + C ρ ∑Y f .V

Yi

Eqn. (C.5)

i

In these set of equations the magnetic force ( f i ) is given by Kelvin’s equation [7-8, 30],
as specified in Eqn. C.6:
fi =

1 χi
∇B 2
2 µo

Eqn. (C.6)

Further, since these equations are coupled the effect of the magnetic field is
experienced by the temperature as well as species concentration field as well (implicitly).
The boundary conditions applicable to this study are as indicated below.
At the walls, the no slip condition is applied (Eqn. C.11). The fuel entering the domain is
given a velocity (equal to the jet mean exit velocity i.e. w = x1m / s ), i.e. the axial
velocity is assumed to be uniform at the nozzle exit (Eqn. C.10). The ambient air
properties are atmospheric pressure and room temperature conditions (300K). Far from
the fuel entrance, the ambient air properties are assigned (Eqns. C.7, C.9 and C.12). Here,
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the velocity and the species concentration gradients in the vertical direction are assumed
to be zero as the flame-field influences are no longer felt here. All the components are
initially at room temperature. The calculated magnetic field values are given as input for
the magnetic field distribution via the Kelvin’s body force term (Eqns. C.2a, C. 2b and C.
6). These boundary conditions are given in Eqns. C.7-C.12.
At the exit:
∂Y i
∂v
=0
= 0 v = 0 w = x1cm / s T = 300 K
∂z
∂z

Eqn. (C.7)

At the fuel side:
∂u
∂Y i
∂w
∂T
=0
=0
=0
=0
∂z
∂z
∂z
∂z

Eqn. (C.8)

At the side:
v = 0 w = x1cm / s T = 300 K

Eqn. (C.9)

Fuel side:
v = 0 w = xcm / s T = 300 K

∂Y i
=0
∂x

Eqn. (C.10)

At the injector wall:
v=0 w=0

∂Y i
∂T
=0
=0
∂x
∂x

Eqn. (C.11)

Air side:
v = 0 w = xcm / s T = 300 K

Eqn. (C.12)

The above set of equations (C.1-C.6) along with the boundary conditions (C.7C.12) deals with the interaction of reactive gas dynamics and magnetism. This set of
equations has to be solved numerically to look at the possible effects. A further
discussion is presented in Chapter 6.
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APPENDIX D
THERMOCOUPLE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
CORRECTION FOR RADIATION LOSSES TO THE
SURROUNDINGS
Consider the thermocouple bead (diameter 0.2mm) in the hot flame gases. Ideally, forced
convection heat transfer between the thermocouple and the flame gases should elevate the
thermocouple’s temperature to that of the flame gases once steady state conditions occur.
However, radiation heat transfer between the thermocouple bead and the surrounding
walls maintains the thermocouple temperature at a lower magnitude and thus the
radiation correction has been taken into account. This is illustrated by considering an
energy balance between the thermocouple and the surrounding gases. Assuming that Tc ,
the thermocouple temperature is the same through the thermocouple bead and that steady
conditions prevail, the derivation for the temperature correction is as shown below:

qconvected

Tc

qradiated
Fig. D.1: Control Volume for determining radiation losses from the
thermocouple
Ein − E out = 0

(

Eqn. (D.1)

(

)

hg Asph T f − Tc = εAsphσ Tc4 −T a4

(

)

(

hg T f − Tc = εσ Tc4 −T a4

)

Eqn. (D.2)

)

Eqn. (D.3)
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T f = Tc +

εσ
hg

(T

4
c

−T a4

)

Eqn. (D.4)

Thus, the corrected temperatures were calculated by using the relation:
T f = Tc +

σε
hg

(T

c

4

− Ta 4

)

Eqn. (D.5)

Where; T f is the corrected flame temperature ( K ), Tc is the measured temperature
( K ), σ is the Stefan Boltzmann constant ( σ = 5.67 x 10-8 W

m2 K 4

), ε is the emissivity of

the thermocouple bead and hg is the convective heat transfer coefficient ( W

m2 K

). The

values ε and hg chosen for the above equation have been discussed in Section 4. 3. 4. 1.
The Nusselt number definition for a sphere immersed in a fluid, Eqn. (D.7) [45] has been
chosen to determine the convective heat transfer coefficient ( hg ). Thus, hg is obtained by
combining Eqns. D.6 and D.7.
Nu sph =

h g rd

Eqn. (D.6)

kg

Nu sph = c Re tcm Pr n

Eqn. (D.7)

Thus, the value of the convective heat transfer coefficient hg is approximately given by
the Eqn. (D. 8) [45],
hg =

1 ⎡
kg ⎛
⎤⎞
⎜ 2 + 0.6 Pr 3 ⎢ utc d tc ⎥ ⎟
⎟
⎜
d ⎝
⎣ ν tc ⎦ ⎠

Eqn. (D.8)

Where; k g is the thermal conductivity of the flame gases, Pr is the Prandtl
number, ν tc is the kinematic viscosity of the flame gases, all of which are evaluated at the
film temperature ( T f + Tr )/2 [32-33, 46], utc is the flame velocity in the neighborhood of
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the thermocouple, d tc is the diameter of the thermocouple bead, Re tc is the Reynolds
number ( Re tc =

utc d tc

ν tc

).
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APPENDIX E
MAGNETIC FORCE ACTING ON A GAS GROUP IN A
NON-UNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELD
Consider a magnetic dipole m, placed in a magnetic field B, as given in Fig. E.1. The
potential energy of this dipole in the field is given by Eqn. E.1 [21]. Further, the force is
related to the potential energy by Eqn. E.2 [21].

Z

m

B
X

Y

Fig. E.1: Deriving Kelvin’s Body Force

U = −(m.B )

Eqn. (E.1)

F = −∇U

Eqn. (E.2)

From the above equations, we get Eqn. E.3. The magnetization M induced in a magnetic
dipole is given by Eqn. E.4.
F = (m.∇) B

M=

Eqn. (E.3)

m
V

Eqn. (E.4)

Also, the magnetization M is related to the susceptibility of a material χ (the degree, to
which the material lends itself to magnetization on the application of an external
field, H ) [21]. Thus,
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M = χH But; B = µ o H
F=

X

µo

Eqn. (E.5)

B∇BV

Eqn. (E.6)

Therefore, we get the force exerted on magnetic material (here, a unit volume of gas) as
given in Eqn. E. 7.
F=

X

µo

B∇ B

Eqn. (E.7)

The force acting on a unit volume of gas for a material placed in a magnetic field of
intensity B is given by the following equation, and is referred to as Kelvin’s Body force
[7-8, 30],
Fmag =

1 χi
∇B 2
2 µo

Eqn. (E.8)
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